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A note on the exam-style questions 

Exam-style questions and sample answers have been written by the authors. In examinations, the 

way marks are awarded may be different. References to assessment and/or assessment preparation 

are the publisher’s interpretation of the syllabus requirements and may not fully reflect the approach 

of Cambridge Assessment International Education. Cambridge International recommends that 

teachers consider using a range of teaching and learning resources in preparing learners for 

assessment, based on their own professional judgement of their students’ needs. 

The answers given in this answer document are suggested answers and some alternative correct 

answers will be possible for some questions. 

1 Business and its environment 

1.1 Enterprise 

Multiple choice questions 

1 B Finance 

2 D $10.50 

3 D $240 

4 A The advertising agency 

5 C Statement of tax paid 

Short answer questions 

1 A dynamic business environment is one in which internal and external factors are 

constantly changing. External factors are more unpredictable and not in the control of 

a business, such as ‘economic shocks’ like the 2020 Coronavirus (COVID-19) crisis.

 [2] 

2 A barrier to entrepreneurship is a factor that may stop an entrepreneur starting a 

business, or make it difficult. A young person who wants to start a home cleaning 

business will need cleaning equipment, such as vacuum cleaners, but also a way of 

transporting themselves and the equipment around, probably a motor vehicle of 

some kind. Therefore, the ability to drive and buy these essentials will be a barrier to 

entry. [3] 

3 An entrepreneur is an individual who takes the risk and starts their own business, 

often as a sole trader. An intrapreneur is someone who works within a business 

organisation.          [3] 

4 If the popular hotel chains create special offers in competing hotels (maybe linked to 

their loyalty schemes for regular customers), then the independent hotel may lose out 

on customers, hence occupancy rates fall, revenue falls and so does profit, 

potentially leading to business failure. 

If an economic shock, such as the 2020 Coronavirus crisis, leads to worldwide travel 

shutting down, then no one will be staying in tourist hotels and this will lead to zero 

revenue, huge losses (as costs still need to be paid) and potential business failure.

 [8] 
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5 Answer will depend on example, but any enterprise creates jobs for the owner and 

others, creating incomes and improving peoples’ standards of living, hence 

increasing the country’s gross domestic product and contributing to development. [3] 

6 Answer will depend on example, but perseverance, willingness to take risks, creative 

and innovative skills and the ability to lead and inspire others would be good 

examples of skills.  [8] 

Group work 

a Answer will depend on research and choices made by students, but sections will 

include executive summary, aims and objectives, human resources, marketing, 

finance and operations. 

b Answer will depend on the context, in this case the example business plan, but the 

structure should be: 

Benefits of business planning, such as setting of aims and objectives, will enable the 

business to monitor progress and predict problems (for example, negative cash flow) 

before they arise. Also, the ability to raise finance may be increased as a business 

plan may be shown to potential lenders and investors, such as a bank or potential 

shareholders. 

Drawbacks of business planning include the time and skills involved in collecting 

information and putting it together. 

Conclusion: No plan is a guarantee of success, as success can depend on a range of 

factors, many of which will be out of the control of the business. [12] 

1.2 Business structure 

Multiple choice questions 

1 B An oil refinery 

2 C A railway company 

3 D Conflicting ideas 

4 A Increasing dividends 

5 B Promotion 

Short answer questions 

1 Legal structure of a business is the type of ownership, which will also indicate the 

nature of liability and whether the business has a separate legal identity to its 

owner(s). [2] 

2 A private limited company is owned by shareholders, usually family and friends. 

Shares are not on sale to the general public. A public limited company’s shares are 

on sale through the stock market to the general public. [3] 

3 A partnership business generally has unlimited liability, but a private limited 

company’s owners have limited liability. This means that even if the business goes 

into debt or fails, shareholders are only liable for the amount of their original 

investment. Therefore, their assets will be safer than in the partnership.[4] 
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The finance in a partnership is limited to that which can be raised by the partners. 

However, a private limited company can attract investment in shares from more 

shareholders, usually family and friends. This means that more finance can be 

raised, leading to purchase of more assets and business growth. [8] 

 

1.3 Size of business 

Multiple choice questions 

1 C Total number of employees 

2 B Difficult to raise finance 

3 A Shared values 

4 A A food-processing company taking over a food retailer 

5 D A fast-food company opening a new branch 

Short answer questions 

1 It is an objective for many businesses to increase in size, through increasing 

revenue, market share and number of branches. [2] 

2 Internal or organic growth is when a business increases in size by reinvesting profit 

and opening, for instance, new branches. Tesco supermarkets are an example of a 

company who have grown without taking over or merging with another company. One 

disadvantage of this method is that it is slow, as it will take time to build up the 

finance needed to reinvest. [3] 

3  

This will assure the supply of car tyres to the manufacturer and is an example of 

external growth – backwards vertical integration. This means that the car 

manufacturer can be assured of tyre quality and be flexible and able to meet 

increased orders, increasing potential revenue and profit. 

4         

a) Shabnam’s store will be a sole trader in the private sector in country X. It is a tertiary 

sector business as it sells products to consumers. The retail food industry will be a 

competitive market, including large and small retails. Shabnam’s store will be a small 

competitor with a high market share in her village, but a very low market share 

overall in country X. [4] 

 

b) Shabnam’s store provides an income for her and her family and contributes to the 

GDP of country X. She also meets the essential food needs to the population of her 

village, so improving the economic welfare of the population. [4] 

5 If a housebuilding company wants to expand successfully to another country, they 

will need local knowledge about types of houses, planning regulations, designs and 

specifications that are necessary to meet regulations and tastes in that country. The 

joint-venture company can supply this knowledge so the combined project is more 

likely to build houses that meet local needs and increase sales revenue and profit. 
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 Building supplies in another country (such as cement, bricks and timber) will be 

important. The joint-venture company will have access to these so that the combined 

project will not suffer from lack of supplies and can build and sell houses quickly, 

leading to increased revenue and profit. [8] 

6  Takeovers and mergers are examples of external growth, where businesses join 

together and operate as a single firm. 

 This may benefit the merged company with so-called synergy benefits, as they will 

operate as one instead of competing, and can co-operate on new product 

development, automation and other investments. The merged company may also 

benefit from increased economies of scale – purchasing, technical and managerial. 

For instance, there will be a need for only one functional director in each area. 

Economies of scale should lead to lower unit costs and greater efficiency. For 

customers, they will benefit from improved products and possibly lower prices, 

assuming the firm pass on the economies of scale savings. 

 However, if the merged company holds a significant market share, consumers may 

suffer from increased prices as now there is less competition. There may also be less 

choice in the market, as companies are operating as one. For the company, merging 

will lead to role duplications and the need to redeploy or retrench some employees. 

This can lead to big redundancy costs and a negative reputation for the company. 

There may also be a culture clash between the companies, which will make the 

changes difficult to manage. Diseconomies of scale, such as lack of communication, 

may occur as the company increases in size; for instance, it may be difficult to 

combine internal systems, such as intranets. 

 In conclusion, the company and consumers may not always benefit. It will depend on 

how close the companies’ cultures are and the size of the market share of the new 

company, plus the conduct of the new company in this regard. In the short term, the 

change must be managed carefully and there will be increased costs. However, in 

the long term, there may be benefits to both consumers and the company. [12] 

 

1.4 Business objectives 

Multiple choice questions 

1 B Measureable 

2 C Providing an excellent customer service 

3 B Survival 

4 D Pay fair wages to workers 

5 B A long-term plan to achieve business objectives 

Short answer questions 

1 SMART objectives are Specific. Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Timebound. 

Example: To make and sell 50 loaves of bread per day for the first month of trading.

 [3] 

2 A social objective will be to pay fair wages to farm employees; for instance, fruit 

pickers. This should involve paying all groups the same hourly rate (no 
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discrimination) for the same work, that is greater than minimum wage. This will keep 

the farm business within the law, but costs may be higher than they would be 

otherwise. 

 An environmental objective may be to avoid the use of plastic packaging and use 

recyclable paper packaging for fruit instead. This can be a selling point to retailers, as 

well as a means of avoiding environmental damage. [6] 

3 Corporate objectives for an airline business might include increasing market share 

and increasing revenue per flight. These may translate into marketing SMART targets 

of more than 80 per cent of seats sold on each flight, and opening up three new 

routes per year over the next five years. 

Advantages: 

• Setting this type of objectives will enable the managers to compare actual 

performance with the targets, so a manager will know immediately if they are on 

track to achieve the objective or not. So, if a flight to a destination never achieves 

the 80 per cent load, the manager might consider adjusting the price or maybe 

stopping that route. 

• Clear objectives set at the top of an organisation send a clear message down the 

hierarchy, so all employees are aware of the direction and targets of the 

company. For instance, the marketing department can research new routes and 

competition to help increase market share and revenue. [8] 

4 Generally, a profit-making enterprise will have a primary objective of profit 

maximisation, but a social enterprise will focus on social objectives, such as raising 

money for a charity or providing a service to impoverished people. This means that a 

social enterprise will not look to maximise revenue and minimise cost, but rather 

focus on the service that is provided. This often means that a social enterprise will 

make a surplus, but not as much profit as a profit-making enterprise. 

 A profit-making enterprise will usually focus on marketing the product or service in 

terms of the benefits offered to the customer, whereas a social enterprise will rather 

market itself on the benefits it offers to those it is seeking to help. This means that 

customers will buy the products or services, knowing that others will also benefit. This 

will tend to attract consumers who are willing to pay a higher price (for example, for a 

Fairtrade product), knowing that the company is acting ethically.   [8] 

5  Corporate social responsibility (CSR) applies to those businesses that consider the 

interests of society by taking responsibility for the impact of their decisions and 

activities on customers, employees, communities and the environment. 

 Social-media organisations will focus on financial objectives to maximise their 

number of users and revenue from advertisers and, therefore, their brand recognition. 

This will generate profit, growth and dividends to shareholders. 

 In this context, CSR will include aspects such as keeping users safe, deletion of 

inappropriate content such as ‘fake news’ and age-checking of new users. 

 CSR will be an important objective, generally in order to be seen as an honest, 

ethical organisation, but also due to the negative impact of ignoring the issues. If a 

social-media platform gains a reputation for not removing inappropriate content or 
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blatant fake news, then it will lose credibility and users. The impact of this will be that 

the platform loses users, revenue and competitiveness. 

 Therefore, there is a link between CSR objectives and financial objectives, as an 

ethical platform will also be a more profitable one. [12] 

Case study 

1 Growth is to increase business size; in this case, in terms of increasing sales and 

opening four more cafés. [2] 

2 Innovative menu, good prices [2] 

3 If Mo communicates his business objectives, such as increasing sales of street food 

by 10 per cent to his managers, they will know what the business is trying to achieve. 

They will all, therefore, try to work towards the targets, and sales are more likely to 

increase. 

 If Mo communicates his objectives to his managers, they will also communicate to 

their staff. An example may be good customer service and offering extra food 

products to customers. This will lead to increased sales and increased numbers of 

loyal customers. [6] 

4 When Mo first started, his objective would have been to survive the first few months 

and build a reputation for innovative and good-value food. This led to increasing 

sales and the business breaking even and becoming profitable. 

Once the business became profitable, his objectives changed to focus on growth. Mo 

continued to grow his sales, reinvesting profit into opening more cafés. Opening more 

branches would lead to further increases in revenue, profit and growth. [8] 

5  Following the closure due to the pandemic, Mo’s objective has reverted back to 

survival, due to a 60 per cent drop in revenue. 

 When the cafés reopen, Mo and his team will need to focus on building up the 

business again, from a low base. Mo first needs to analyse the performance of the 

five shops and close any that he thinks will never be profitable again – this will 

decrease costs. Mo may also need to analyse his workforce and retrench some 

employees. Mo then needs to set each shop a SMART target and monitor progress 

carefully. Combined with special ‘reopening offers’, this may attract customers back 

and increase sales. 

 It is, however, likely that customers may lack confidence in coming back to the cafés. 

Therefore, Mo may need to look at developing his delivery service, and maybe 

increasing his marketing of this service in order to support the business while it builds 

up again. 

 Therefore, a combination of cost-cutting, developing delivery and increasing 

marketing will all be tactics to meet the survival objective. Success of this strategy will 

also depend on external factors, such as the state of the economy and whether the 

viral infection will return, leading to further closures. [12] 
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1.5 Stakeholders in a business 

Multiple choice questions 

1 B Business customers 

2 A Collecting the correct amount of business tax 

3 B Low pollution levels 

4 D Low prices 

5 D Maximising dividends 

Short answer questions 

1 Shareholders are one group of stakeholders who own the business and take a share 

of the profits in dividends. [2] 

2 A component supplier is a company that sells car parts to a car manufacturer, such 

as tyres. 

 A right of the tyre supplier is to be paid on time by the manufacturer, in order to 

maintain their cash flow and continue to make and supply tyres. 

 A responsibility of the tyre supplier is to supply tyres of an appropriate quality on time 

to the car manufacturer. This will ensure that there will be no delay in car production.

 [6] 

3 Employees, such as doctors and nurses, are an important stakeholder group in a 

public sector organisation, such as a hospital. If the hospital takes their views into 

account in such matters as treatment of patients, then the level of service will 

improve and waiting times for operations will fall, meeting the hospital’s objectives. 

Support staff, such as cleaners, are also important. If their views are taken into 

account on such matters as better cleaning routines, this will lead to a cleaner 

hospital, fewer infections and a better service to patients, again meeting the 

hospital’s objectives. [8] 

4 A strategy is a long-term plan to meet an objective, and a tactic is a short-term action 

as part of the strategy. For a fast-food business, a strategy to increase market share 

may be achieved by the following tactics: 

• Introducing new products to meet new markets, such as vegan burgers to 

respond to the increasing trend towards veganism, increasing the target market, 

sales and market share. 

• Introducing a delivery service to reach those people who don’t want or are 

unable to visit the shop, thus reaching new customers and increasing sales and 

market share. [6] 

5 The owners/shareholders in a clothing business will be looking to maximise profits. 

This might be achieved by minimising costs and maximising selling prices. The 

suppliers in a developing country may be paying very low wages to workers that are 

making the clothes, thus being able to supply at low prices to the clothing 

manufacturer. The first conflict may be between the aims of the manufacturer and 
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groups of ethical consumers, who will not agree with the potential exploitation of the 

workers making the clothes. This could lead to bad publicity and consumer boycotts. 

 The second conflict may be between the owners/shareholders, who will be looking for 

short-term profits and increasing dividends. However, the managers will be looking at 

investing in the clothing brand, through spending money on marketing. This will be 

more likely to lead to long-term success but will add to costs. [6] 

6  The stakeholder groups in a theme park business will include the customers (or 

guests), the employees, the owners and managers, the local community and the 

government. 

 Typically, customers will want good-value entrance prices and exciting rides, which 

will require high amounts of investment and have high operational costs. They will 

also want regular changes to attractions. 

 Employees will want rewarding jobs and promotion opportunities, as well as good 

salaries. The local community will welcome job opportunities, but will not want the 

potential pollution caused by traffic congestion on busy days.  

 The theme park owners will want a return on their investment, probably in the form of 

dividends. 

 The government will welcome theme parks as tourism facilities and the taxes that 

come from their profits. 

 Thus, all stakeholders’ needs are met, to some extent, by the successful operation of 

a theme park, but conflicts do exist, such as higher costs versus the need for profit 

and dividends for shareholders. A major conflict may also occur between the local 

community and the theme park managers during busy times, due to the pollution and 

inconvenience caused by traffic. 

 Therefore, meeting the needs of most stakeholders will need careful management 

and consideration, but some conflicts are inevitable.   [12] 

Now try this 

Will depend on student experience, but for example: 

Stakeholder 
groups 

Aims Rights Responsibilities Possible 
conflicts with 
other 
stakeholder 
groups 

1 Parents A good 
education for 
their children in 
a safe 
environment. 
Low fees – good 
value for money. 

A well-organised 
school 
programme for 
their children, 
realising 
potential 

Facilitating 
regular 
attendance for 
children, 
supplying 
equipment and 
the completion of 
homework 

Possible conflict 
with teachers over 
setting and 
completion of 
homework or 
grades given. 
Conflict with 
managers over 
increasing fees  

2 Students Well-organised 
lessons 
covering all 
subject content 

Well-organised 
lessons and 
other learning 
opportunities 

On-time 
attendance at 
lessons, good 
behaviour and 

Possible conflict 
with teachers over 
completion of 
homework, if 
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completion of 
homework 

teachers in all 
subjects set at the 
same time 

3 Managers A well-organised 
successful 
college with 
enough 
teachers and 
increasing 
numbers of 
students and, 
therefore, 
revenue 

Receive salaries 
on time and 
allocation of 
finance to 
different 
departments 

Organise 
timetables and 
teacher allocation 
to all classes. 
Compliance with 
regulations 

Possible conflict 
with teachers over 
lesson allocation 
and class sizes. 
Conflict between 
departments over 
resource allocation 

4 Teachers Classes not too 
large, enough 
resources and 
technology 

Receive salaries 
on time and fair 
allocation of 
lessons 

Well-organised 
lessons and 
delivery of 
curriculum to 
classes 

Conflict with 
managers over 
resources and 
lesson allocation 

5 Local 
Community 

Low pollution 
from traffic and 
no litter 

Quiet, clean 
neighbourhood 

Allow free access 
to school vehicles 
for staff/students 

Conflict due to 
traffic congestion 
at beginning and 
end of school day, 
and possible 
littering by 
students 

 

2 Human resource management 

2.1 Human resource management 

Multiple choice questions 

1 B Writing a business plan 

2 D The number of employees and skills required by the business 

3 D 20% 

4 A Must hold clean driving licence 

5 D The employee is no longer needed due to automation. 

Short answer questions 

1 To arrange the recruitment of 10 new sales assistants over the next two months. [3] 

2 Work-life balance for employees means allowing them to have enough time away 

from work and the workplace to allow them to have a fulfilling personal life, such as 

with family or other interests. Employees who cannot have this will often suffer from 

stress or ‘burn out’ and will be less productive as a result. [3] 

3 Introduction of a new automated system, leading to fewer workers being required 

and, therefore, some jobs being made redundant. 

 Failure by the company to offer pay rises, leading to workers leaving to join other 

firms who pay higher wages, in order to maximise incomes. [6] 
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4 Internal recruitment: The company might have assistant chefs looking for promotion 

in their other restaurants in nearby cities. These will know the company and its food 

products and the company will also know them. However, they will not bring new 

skills and ideas into the company. 

External recruitment: Advertise in a local paper or job website with details of the job 

description and person specification, to attract suitable chefs who have experience 

with other fast-food companies. This will bring new skills and ideas into the company. 

However, existing employees may be demotivated by a lack of promotion 

opportunities. [8] 

5 Effective training of workers may lead to multi-skilling, if workers are trained in a 

range of skills that enable them to carry out different jobs. In a car-production 

company, this could be the ability to work on the production of different models of car. 

 Multi-skilled workers are able to be flexible between jobs and cover for absent 

colleagues on different car models, leading to greater efficiency. 

 Job rotation between different production lines will lead to less boredom, greater 

motivation and efficiency. [6] 

6  A trade union (TU) is an association of workers, usually in the same industry. An 

example of this in a hospital would be a trade union for doctors and nurses. In a 

public sector organisation, many employees are likely to be members of a TU. 

 One advantage will be that workers can take part in collective bargaining. The TU 

members can negotiate (through a representative) with their employers (the 

government) to arrive at a fair deal on pay and conditions. Usually, this will lead to 

higher incomes. 

 A second advantage is that the TU can support workers in cases where they may 

have suffered from unfair dismissal or discrimination. The TU can offer legal advice 

and support, which is more likely to lead to fair treatment for workers. [8] 

7  Profit is a very important aim for businesses, as a business that does not make a 

profit or surplus of revenue over costs will not survive, and will fail due to not being 

able to meet its costs. Also, a business needs to make a profit in order to be able to 

invest in improvements and expansion, not to mention paying a dividend to 

shareholders. There is also the need to pay for marketing, as all businesses face 

competition. Consider companies that make products such as mobile phones and 

computer games. They would soon fail if they were unable to develop new products. 

Therefore, profit is important. 

 However, many businesses also have other objectives, as suggested by the triple 

bottom line, focusing on profit but also planet and people. In practice, this means that 

this type of business also considers the way their employees and suppliers are paid 

and treated, and also cares for the environment in terms of recycling and minimising 

pollution. Consider an ethical clothing business that uses recycled materials and 

does not use ‘sweat-shop’ labour. 

 In conclusion, though profit is important, it is not the most important factor for all 

businesses – it depends on what type of business it is. Businesses such as social 

enterprises focus more on social objectives. Consider charities such as Greenpeace, 

who focus on environmental protection, and also public sector organisations, who 

focus on providing a service, such as hospitals and schools. [12] 
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Case study 

1 Selection is the process whereby a company invites applications for a job vacancy 

and then chooses from a short-list of applications through the use of interviews or 

other tests. [2] 

2 Once Rohan has looked at applicants’ details and compared them with the person 

specification, he can invite four or five people in for an interview process. As part of 

this, the applicants will need to be observed teaching a lesson, to see which applicant 

has the best subject knowledge and empathy with the class. [3] 

3 A job description includes details of the job, duties, location and salary, as well as 

who the job holder is responsible to and for. This will help potential applicants to be 

clear on what the job involves and whether they have the necessary skills and 

experience. This should ensure that unsuitable applicants do not come forward and 

make it more likely that the process is successful. 

A person specification includes details of the ideal applicant, in terms of 

qualifications, qualities and experience. This will help the company match the profiles 

of applicants and, potentially, make it easier to narrow down those who apply to a 

short-list. This makes the process more efficient. [8] 

4  Schools are, essentially, equal-opportunities environments, which usually offer the 

same opportunities for all students, regardless of gender, religion, disability, age and 

race. It is, therefore, important that employees are recruited in a way to allow fair 

treatment to all applicants. This will typically involve applicants filling in a form with 

their qualifications and experience, but with personal details on a separate sheet 

which can be removed before the short-listing process. During the interview process, 

all applicants should be asked the same questions, focusing on job-related issues. 

This should lead to equality in the recruitment process and enable the school to claim 

to be an equal-opportunities employer and attract a wider range of applicants. 

 However, once the interview process starts and applicants can be met in person, it 

will be the judgement of the interview panel as to who is most likely to fit in with the 

team. Managers may also have a plan in mind to address a gender or age imbalance 

across its staff. 

 Therefore, equality is important to attract and appoint the best person for the job but, 

once the interview process starts, other factors such as managers’ preferences come 

into play. [12] 

2.2 Motivation 

Multiple choice questions 

1 C High labour productivity 

2 D Offering job promotion opportunities 

3 D Offering workers fringe benefits 

4 A Providing social facilities at work 

5 B Finance needs 
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Now try this 

Statement Theorist(s) and 

explanation 

Example of action by employers 

to improve motivation 

An online retail 

business is unable to 

provide safety clothing 

for workers in a big 

warehouse. 

Maslow – safety needs 

not being met 

Herzberg – 

maintenance (hygiene) 

factors not being 

provided 

(There is possibly also a breach of 

health and safety law here.) 

The online retailer must provide 

safety clothing to improve the 

confidence of workers and, 

therefore, their motivation. 

A fast-food business 

has high labour 

turnover, due to a lack 

of promotion 

opportunities. 

Maslow – esteem 

needs not being met 

Herzberg – motivating 

factors not being 

provided 

There are other ways of meeting 

esteem needs and offering 

recognition. These could be 

‘employee of the month’ awards or 

training opportunities, such as 

management training, in this case. 

A supermarket 

business has high 

absenteeism, due to 

employees finding 

work ‘boring’. 

Herzberg – motivating 

factors, interest in work 

not being met 

Supermarkets can offer training, 

job rotation and job enrichment to 

give employees different 

experiences and make jobs more 

interesting. 

A company would like 

to recruit creative, 

high-achieving 

graduate employees. 

Maslow – self 

actualisation 

Herzberg – motivator, 

personal growth 

Vroom – expectancy, 

as these employees will 

expect to achieve 

targets given 

The company can set ambitious 

targets, which attract rewards that 

the new employees will really 

value, such as the opportunity to 

lead another new ‘prestige’ project.  

A new senior 

employee has a need 

for achievement (n-

Ach) in their first year 

with a company. 

McClelland – aiming for 

excellence 

The company can set challenging 

short-term targets for sales 

increases, but these need to be 

achievable (more than a 50% 

chance of success). 

A travel company has 

opened a new branch 

in a town where there 

is a lot of competition. 

The new team of 

employees are hoping 

to achieve success by 

the end of the first 

year of trading. 

Mayo – teamwork and 

meeting social needs 

Maslow – social needs 

and esteem needs 

The company can set targets and 

let the team decide how these will 

be met. Allow time for team 

meetings (e.g. open late one day 

each week) and also social 

facilities and team outings. This 

will build the team and create a 

high level of motivation. 
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Short answer questions 

1 FW Taylor believed that all workers are motivated by money. Therefore, they will 

accept any methods to help them be more efficient. [2] 

2 Advantage: According to Taylor, piece-rate will motivate workers to be more efficient 

and produce more phones. This will lead to higher revenue with the same costs, so 

higher profit. 

 Disadvantage: In their hurry to maximise output of phones, quality may suffer, such 

as inaccurate assembling of camera. This might lead to a rise in the number of faulty 

phones. [6] 

3 Training in this context will include teaching new employees the principles of 

computer-game design and skills such as coding. This may include off-the-job 

training courses that will enable new employees to become efficient quickly, and help 

the company to gain success and grow. 

Training new employees in these skills will make them valuable to other employers. 

They may end up being hired by competitors, which could lead to a ‘leak’ of design 

ideas, but will also mean that money spent on training was wasted. [8] 

4 A public sector organisation, such as a hospital, may encourage employees to make 

suggestions as to how to improve the way a function is carried out, such as ward 

catering. An example may be department meetings and discussions, with rewards for 

suggestions implemented. 

 Employees may also be encouraged to participate through their trade union 

representative, who will communicate suggestions to the management, such as how 

to improve the wearing of personal protective equipment. [6] 

5  A theme park is a business that relies heavily on staff team members to make the 

guest experience as enjoyable as possible. This might include employees in 

character costumes, dancers, ride operators and servers in catering outlets. 

 Well-motivated employees will provide excellent customer service and be happy and 

enthusiastic. This will lead to satisfied customers and an excellent brand reputation, 

increased sales and profit. 

 Other factors are also very important, such as the quality and safety of rides and 

catering. This also would be a requirement by law. In the event of an accident in a 

theme park, no amount of employee motivation will prevent bad publicity and 

reputational damage. 

 Therefore, well-motivated employees are very important, but only providing other 

factors are in place. [12] 

2.3 Management 

Multiple choice questions 

1 D Planning 

2 B Motivating 

3 D Negotiator 
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4 C Quick decision-making 

5 A Workers are only motivated by money. 

Short answer questions 

1 Management is planning, organising, directing and controlling all or part of a business 

enterprise. Leadership is more about ruling, inspiring and guiding employees to work 

towards objectives. [3] 

2 Delegation is the passing down of authority from a manager to a subordinate to 

complete a task. The manager delegates the task but retains the responsibility for its 

completion. 

 An advantage of delegation is that it releases the manager to concentrate on more 

important tasks. In this case, a manager might delegate the task of ordering new 

components, so that they can concentrate on forward-planning for a new car model. 

 A disadvantage of delegation is that a subordinate may not have the skills to 

complete the delegated task accurately. If the component order is incorrect, this 

could hold up production and disappoint customers. [6] 

3 Laissez-faire (‘leave-to-do’) management is a style where the manager oversees, but 

has little input into the operation of the business. 

In a creative environment, such as a media firm where employees are highly skilled, 

they may be left alone to make decisions and work to meet the organisation’s 

objectives, such as creating successful advertising campaigns. 

In a worker’s co-operative, such as a bicycle repair company where all members are 

equally skilled, the manager just has an overseeing role and all members of the co-

operative understand the business objectives. [8] 

4 Principle of division of work: The warehouse manager will divide workers, according 

to their skills, into different areas of the warehouse. This might include sourcing 

products, packing and dispatching. 

 Principle of discipline: The warehouse manager will ensure that all workers follow the 

rules of the organisation, such as on-time attendance and wearing of protective 

equipment. This will include sanctions when rules are broken. [6] 

5  Managers in a banking organisation will have many roles, including organising day-

to-day operations in bank branches to facilities such as call centres. 

 The management role will be important in directing, planning, organising and 

controlling resources, including employees on a day-to-day basis, to ensure that 

customers are dealt with politely and all parts of the organisation operate efficiently. 

Other important resources will be the capital equipment and technology, which play a 

huge role in the operation of modern banks. The manager of the IT function will 

control this. 

 However, with all the different managers controlling day-to-day operations, there also 

needs to be some inspirational leadership at the top of the organisation. An 

inspirational leader will set the organisation’s objectives, such as becoming the 

people’s favourite bank, and will guide all functions towards achieving this. 
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Communication from the leader to the managers will also be important, as will 

communication down through the hierarchy. 

 Therefore, a modern banking organisation needs efficient managers who are 

effectively led by an overall leader who has a vision and is the organisation’s 

inspiration. It will also depend on what defines success in this case – maybe the 

number of new customers opening accounts, which will increase if the bank builds a 

good reputation for customer service. [12] 

Case study 

1 Management may be thought of as ‘getting things done through people’. In this case, 

Shanthi plans, organises, directs and controls all functions within the hotel. [2] 

2 An autocratic manager makes decisions and gives orders/instructions and expects 

them to be carried out, typically including the setting of targets to subordinates, who 

may be low-skilled. 

 Communication is mainly one-way from the top downwards, from the manager to 

subordinates, and no feedback is expected or welcomed. This leads to the manager 

being seen as ‘remote’ from the subordinates. [6] 

3 Many hotel workers, such as room cleaners, are relatively unskilled. Shanthi’s 

autocratic management style will be useful for setting clear, easy-to-monitor targets. 

In this case, for example, ‘all cleaners to complete the servicing of 10 rooms per 

hour’. 

 Shanthi’s management style will make it clear to each employee exactly what they 

need to achieve on a daily basis. It will be more likely that these targets will be 

achieved, leading to greater guest satisfaction. [6] 

4 Shanthi seems to have a Theory X view of most of her lower-level employees. This 

means that she thinks that they are basically lazy and need close supervision. She 

believes they will be motivated only by money, maybe tied to meeting targets, such 

as the number of rooms serviced per hour. This leads to her expecting team leaders 

to monitor staff closely, to ensure targets are met. 

Shanthi seems to have a more Theory Y view of her team leaders, as she trusts them 

and may be willing to train them to manage their teams in catering, housekeeping, 

reception and finance. With these employees, Shanthi takes a different approach, as 

she believes that they enjoy work and can be trusted to meet their objectives. Thus, 

the team leader at reception will ensure that guests are met and greeted politely, 

leading to a good reputation for customer service. [8] 

5  If Shanthi delegates some day-to-day decision-making to her team leaders, this will 

save her management time for future planning. 

 Thus, she could delegate minor decisions, such as room repairs or customer room 

upgrades to her team leader in housekeeping and reception. This would motivate the 

team leaders, for instance, by meeting their esteem needs (Maslow) and making their 

jobs more interesting (Herzberg). They would be more likely to stay with the hotel, 

lowering staff turnover and decreasing recruitment and training costs. Shanthi can 

also invite team leaders to contribute ideas in meetings, as they are the ones dealing 

directly with rooms and guests and should be able to make suggestions to improve 

services. 
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 However, Shanthi is essentially an autocratic manager who likes to be in control. She 

may find it difficult to change. Equally, some of her team leaders may be happy with 

not making decisions, or not feel capable of doing so. 

 Shanthi should analyse the skills and attitudes of her team leaders and delegate 

some decision-making to those who are eager and can be trained suitably. This could 

develop over time as confidence improves on both sides. [12] 

3 Marketing 

3.1 The nature of marketing 

Multiple choice questions 

1 B To cut costs 

2 C A building supplies merchant 

3 D Psychographic 

4 B It is easy to target promotional spending. 

5 C It attracts customers away from competitors. 

Short answer questions 

1 A market is a situation where buyers meet sellers, so that buying transactions may be 

carried out, either in person or virtually. [2] 

2 Old market size $48.5m; new market size $55.5m 

 $55.5m – $48.5m = $7m increase 

 
$7

$48.5
 × 100 = 14.43% [2] 

3 Market share = 
sales of one company

total market sales
 × 100 

 Burgers current: 25.77%  Predicted: 23.42% Decreasing market share 

 Fried chicken current: 23.71% Predicted: 21.26% Decreasing market share 

 Pizzas current: 21.03%  Predicted: 21.98% Increasing market share 

 Sandwiches current: 11.34%  Predicted: 15.31% Increasing market share 

  [6] 

4  CRM includes all the marketing methods used by a business to build trust and loyalty 

with its customer base. It is one marketing method of adding value. In this case, Max 

will need to start engaging with his customers by building a list, probably of email 

addresses, so that he can keep in contact with them by email and social media. This 

might include publishing details of special offers or building a website or app for 

ordering. As a result of this, local vegan customers will feel involved in the business 

and may even be able to offer suggestions for new products. More loyal customers 

will mean increased revenue and less reliance on the seasonal tourist trade. This 

should result in an increase in demand for Max’s sandwiches, shifting the demand 

curve to the right. 
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 However, some tourists will be one-time visitors and passing trade. Although a 

website and possibly social-media reviews may attract tourists, the range of products 

on offer and the appearance and location of the shop will be as important. Fast food 

is a highly competitive market, so Max will need to keep researching what 

competitors are offering, especially as the bigger fast-food multinational companies 

will also be looking at the increasing trend towards veganism. 

 In conclusion, CRM will be important to try to build a customer base, but this market 

is extremely competitive and dynamic. In the long term, veganism could become 

mass market and this means that all fast-food companies will become competitors for 

Max’s company. [12] 

3.2 Market research 

Multiple choice questions 

1 C Sales figures for previous month 

2 A Desk research 

3 B Quota 

4 D Random 

5 B A tickbox survey 

Short answer questions 

1 Market research sampling is a process by which a company selects a group of 

respondents for a survey that it believes will represent the overall target market. [2] 

2 The target population will be those consumers who are already committed to a vegan 

diet and those, perhaps already vegetarians, who are interested in trying vegan 

products. [2] 

3 Bob’s primary research consisted of observations in his own bakery business and 

wider consumer surveys. The benefits of his observation are that Bob’s 

conversations with customers demonstrated there was ‘effective demand’ for vegan 

products. His consumer surveys backed up these results through a wider number of 

respondents. Bob could, therefore, feel confident that sales of the new vegan 

products would be high, which proved to be the case. 

Bob’s secondary research included looking at an internet news article, where the 

information had already been collected by the article’s author. This information, 

probably about the wider increasing trend for veganism, was useful to back up Bob’s 

primary data, further encouraging the introduction of new vegan products. [8] 

4  Market research is the process of collecting, recording and analysing data about 

customers, competitors and the market. The market for Bob’s bakery products is 

extremely competitive and dynamic, as it changes according to customer tastes in 

food. 

 As Bob has already discovered, primary research is important as this gives first-hand 

relevant information. Bob is in an excellent place to informally record customer 

requests and interests. He can also observe competitors’ activity and organise 

interview/focus groups either in person or online on a regular basis. All of these 

methods will help him keep up with consumer tastes and other trends, and also make 
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customers feel involved. This should lead to a good mix of products and increased 

sales. 

 Secondary research into consumers’ tastes, as collected by other researchers, will 

also support Bob’s primary data, as will the company’s trends in sales data. All this 

data will enable Bob to adjust his product mix, maybe discontinuing snack products 

that are perceived as unhealthy in favour of healthier alternatives. 

 However, Bob needs to be aware that consumers do not always answer surveys 

truthfully and he is likely to be using a ‘convenience sample’, which may not 

represent customers who are not already using his shop. Furthermore, Bob will need 

to spend a considerable amount of time on market research, which may distract him 

from other marketing activities. 

 In conclusion, market research should lead to ongoing success, as long as Bob’s 

business is able to be flexible and respond to changes in the market. An example of 

this could be an increasing trend towards online ordering and delivery of products. Is 

Bob’s business prepared to introduce these types of changes? [12] 

 

3.3 The marketing mix 

Multiple choice questions 

1 C 12-month guarantee 

2 C Sales steady but not growing 

3 D Star 

4 B Psychological pricing 

5 D Free samples 

Table exercise 

Example Pricing method Description/explanation 

A mobile phone 

company launches a 

new model at a high 

price. 

Skimming pricing This is a launch strategy that will enable 

the phone company to recover some 

research and development costs, and 

sell to the ‘early adopters’ who are 

willing to pay a high price for the latest 

model. 

A fashion clothing 

company collects 

information about prices 

charged by other 

companies for similar 

items. 

Competitive pricing This will enable the clothing company to 

price items at a similar level, or slightly 

lower than those offered by other 

fashion clothing companies, in order to 

attract customers. 

A multinational soft 

drinks company sells a 

new flavour of fizzy water 

at a very low price for the 

Penetration pricing This is a launch strategy that will enable 

the soft-drinks company to persuade as 

many customers as possible to try the 

new drink, and make it more likely that 
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first month. they will enjoy it and buy again. 

A jewellery maker 

calculates the total cost 

of producing an item and 

then adds on a 

percentage mark-up. 

Cost-plus pricing This will enable the jewellery maker to 

calculate the unit cost of making an item 

by adding up material costs, such as 

silver, and allocating part of other costs, 

and then add on a percentage to ensure 

a profit is made, assuming that the item 

is sold. 

A train company charges 

different fares according 

to the time of purchase 

and time of travel. 

Price discrimination This enables the train company to split 

customers into different groups and 

charge different prices. Hence, early 

morning business commuters will pay 

higher fares and leisure travellers will 

pay lower fares, as the latter do not have 

to travel early. 

 

Short answer questions 

1 USP is a specific feature/benefit of a product or service that differentiates it from 

similar competing products. [2] 

2 Sales of bicycles and accessories seem to be ‘star’ or ‘cash cow’ products in the 

Boston Matrix, as evidence suggests that Mike has a good share of a growing 

market. As far as product life cycle is concerned, the sale of bicycles is in a growth 

stage, as sales are booming. The increasing revenue from bicycle sales can be used 

to cross-subsidise the launch of the new bike tours. 

The new bike tours will be launched and are likely to be ‘problem child’ products in 

the Boston Matrix and will be at an introduction stage in the product life cycle. There 

will be a need for extra marketing, which can be subsidised by bicycle and accessory 

sales. [8] 

3 There is no similar service on offer at the moment, so there could be an opportunity 

to launch the tours at a premium ‘skimming’ price. If the foreign tourists are staying at 

large hotels, they are likely to have relatively high incomes. However, this could 

easily attract competitors into the market, due to the possibility of making profits. 

There could also be a possibility of price discrimination, maybe charging higher 

prices for higher season tours, or those conducted at weekends. Another example of 

this could be to offer tourists the opportunity to book and pay in advance at a lower 

price, which will make it easier to plan how many tours will be needed. [8] 

4 Mike will build up good relationships with tourist hotels, so customers can book his 

tours at their hotel, rather than visiting the shop. Mike can pay the hotels a small 

commission, so the hotel will advertise his tours. This will lead to more customers 

finding out about and booking the tours, leading to greater convenience for 

customers and more revenue for Mike. 

 Mike can also encourage customers to book (and pay) in advance, before they arrive 

in the country, such as by booking on-line. This will enable customers to plan, as they 

may have quite a short stay, and will also enable Mike to plan for the need for bike 
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and guides. Again, greater convenience to customers. [8]

  

5  A promotional plan includes all the marketing methods that will let tourists know 

about the tours and persuade them to book. 

 Traditional marketing methods, such as leaflets handed out within the city and at 

hotels, will raise awareness ‘on the spot’ and encourage tourists to look at the new 

website and make a booking. A code on these leaflets giving a small discount might 

also encourage bookings. 

 A small percentage commission rate offered to tour desks at the large hotels will also 

encourage them to recommend the tours to guests who ask for recommendations. 

 However, this is a new service and it will be essential to use methods that reassure 

tourists about the safety and organisation of the tours. This can be helped by some 

videos on the website, showing a group tour. 

 Once the tours start, Mike must encourage guests to review them on social-media 

websites. The sooner (good) reviews start coming in, the sooner consumer 

confidence will be established in the new service. 

 A combination of these methods should lead to a successful launch, increasing sales 

and profit. However, Mike must ensure the quality of guides, bikes and tour routes, so 

that he meets the promises made in the promotional plan. [12] 

 

4 Operations management 

4.1 The nature of operations 

Multiple choice questions 

1 D To decrease productivity 

2 B More training for workers 

3 A Batch production 

4 B More use of recycled packaging 

5 B Car production 

Short answer questions 

1 Produce the highest number/rate of outputs relative to number of inputs. [2] 

2 Workers take the eggs off the production line and pack them into boxes of six and 

twelve in sizes small, medium and large. This shows that this part of the operations 

process is carried out by human labour. [3] 

3 The eggs are produced by chickens that are kept outdoors and can therefore be 

categorised as ‘free range’. This means that a higher price may be charged for the 

eggs. Added value in this case is the difference between the cost of raw materials 

used and the price of the eggs. Therefore, being free range increases added value. 
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The sorting and stamping of the eggs with a quality mark also provides assurance to 

consumers as to the freshness and size of the eggs. Therefore, they can buy with 

confidence and may be willing to pay a higher price, thus increasing added value. 

Higher added value will lead to more profit. [8] 

4  The egg-packing machine will undertake the work currently carried out by humans, 

although there will still be some labour needed to supervise the machine’s operation. 

 The egg-packing machine will speed up the operations process, making it more 

efficient and creating more output in a given time period. This can potentially lead to 

more stock being available to sell and, thus, higher revenue. The egg-packing 

machine can work long hours without breaks and is likely to lead to fewer errors; for 

instance, when the wrong sized eggs are put in the boxes. 

 However, the initial cost of the investment is high – $200 000 – which will require 

finance, and there will also be the need for installation and changes in the factory, 

which will add to costs. Workers will need to be trained in operating the machine, but 

some jobs will also be made redundant, all of which involves additional cost and 

possibly a bad reputation for the company as it lets loyal employees go. 

 In conclusion, the egg-packing machine will be good for efficiency and growth in the 

long term, but costly in the short term. The decision may depend on cost of finance, 

but also Zoe’s prediction for the future of the company. As an ethical, free-range egg 

producer, the prospect of many jobs being made redundant may not fit in with the 

social objectives of Good Eggs. [12] 

 

4.2 Inventory management 

Multiple choice questions 

1 C In case of supply problems 

2 D Supplies of machine components 

3 B A delay in production 

4 B Money is tied up in inventory of jewellery 

5 D Cutting down on warehousing costs 

Short answer questions 

1 Inventory control is the management of inventory, raw materials, part-finished and 

finished items to meet the needs of the business. [2] 

2 Harry relies on the local market for his daily supplies of fish. This means that he can 

claim that his fish is ‘fresh daily’. [3] 

3 Harry manages his supplies of fish on a JIT basis, as he buys the fish daily and sells 

it on the same day. He does not keep buffer inventory of fish. This means that he can 

use the ‘bought fresh’ USP, but also means that there is a risk of him running out of 

fish on a busy day, potentially missing out on revenue and disappointing customers. 

Harry manages other ingredients, such as cooking oil and potatoes, on a JIC basis 

as he keeps a few days’ supplies in stock. This means he can respond more easily to 
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increased demand. There can, in this case, be some inventory costs and the 

possibility of perishable goods getting wasted. [8] 

4  If Harry increases his storage space in the shop in order to keep a buffer inventory of 

frozen fish, this means that he will be able to use this when the market stocks of fresh 

fish run out on a busy day. This will make Harry’s business more flexible and able to 

respond to less busy days (freeze leftover fish) and more busy days (use fish from 

the freezer). This should lead to less waste and no disappointed customers, leading 

to higher revenue and lower costs. 

 However, Harry’s USP of ‘fresh fish’ may be at risk, which could have a negative 

impact on his brand image. There may also be an opportunity cost in terms of space, 

of the increase in storage space and the cost of additional freezers. Storage will need 

to be carefully monitored to ensure that fish is not kept for too long, as the taste and 

texture could deteriorate or, worse still, make a customer sick. 

 Therefore, there are financial advantages to keeping a buffer inventory of fish, but 

only if this is managed carefully. It will be essential for Harry to look carefully at 

trends in demand over days and weeks to ensure that he does not keep too large a 

buffer inventory for too long. [12] 

4.3 Capacity utilisation and outsourcing 

Multiple choice questions 

1 C To increase fixed costs 

2 A 70% 

3 D Rationalisation 

4 C Outsource part of production 

5 D Having less control over quality 

Short answer questions 

1 Capacity utilisation = current output / maximum output x 100 during a period of time.

            [2] 

2 Advantage: Working at 90 per cent capacity utilisation is a very high figure, 10 per 

cent below full capacity. However, this will allow the theme park to spread fixed cost 

over a large number of output (visitors). Variable costs are relatively low, so profit will 

be maximised. 

 Disadvantage: At 90% capacity the theme park will seem very full and there will be 

queues for many rides and attraction and long waiting times. This can lead to 

consumer dissatisfaction and less repeat visits. It is also more likely that rides will 

break down if the high capacity utilisation continues for a period of time, as there is 

no time for maintenance. [8]  

3  Outsourcing means to contract another manufacturer outside the company to 

produce part of the product. In this case, the outsource company is overseas and 

they will be producing computer components, such as keyboards. 

 The likely reasons and advantages of doing this are that overseas manufacturers 

may have lower costs, due to cheaper factors of production, such as land and labour. 
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Outsourcing also gives the multinational company flexibility to order higher or lower 

amounts according to demand. If there is a big rise in demand, production can be 

increased without increasing the company’s fixed costs, as the amount ordered from 

the outsource company can be increased. This makes the multinational company 

more flexible and efficient. 

 However, there are risks involved with using an overseas manufacturer and supplier. 

The computer company may no longer be able to control the quality of components, 

which may lead to problems with the finished tablet computers, which could lead to 

failures and a negative brand image if this happens very often. There are also risks 

involved with transportation and reliability of supplies, especially if the overseas 

company is based in a location that suffers from political or economic instability. A 

supply failure of components would hold up the whole production process and lead to 

disappointed customers. 

 Therefore, outsourcing can only be recommended if quality and delivery is assured. 

The multinational company must also take care not to deal with suppliers using 

unethical and illegal practices, such as child labour, as this would soon attract the 

attention of pressure groups and create negative publicity. [12] 

Case study 

1 Land – the physical land that the factory is built on. 

 Labour – the employees who work on the sewing machines. 

 Capital – the sewing machines used to produce the garments. 

 Enterprise – Dasha, as the entrepreneur, who combines the factors together and 

aims to make a profit. [8] 

2 Maximum production capacity is 8000 garments per week, so 60% capacity utilisation 

is 8000 X 60 / 100 = 4800 garments. [2] 

3 60% capacity utilisation is relatively low, as most companies aim for around 80% to 

90%. However, this is a seasonal business which may also receive unexpected 

orders. If Dasha has 40% spare capacity she will be able to accept new orders, 

possibly ‘last minute’, and this will lead to satisfied customers and potentially more 

future orders. 

 However, operating at 60% capacity utilisation, does mean that Dasha has to pay her 

fixed costs from a relatively low output, so average cost per unit will be high and 

profits lower than they would be if capacity utilisation was higher. [8] 

4 Outsourcing production of the school blazers means that Dasha would pass this part 

of the school uniform order to a different company. The alternative is to invest in the 

new cutting machine and therefore increase capacity. 

 The advantage of outsourcing is that Dasha can pass the ‘one off’ order for blazers to 

another manufacturer and keep the ‘finishing off’ such as sewing on of the badge to 

do in her factory. This way she can accept the order without making a long term 

investment and also check the quality of the final stages of the process. 

 However, she will not be sure of the overall quality of the cloth and manufacturing of 

the outsource company, especially if it is not located nearby. If the quality is 

unacceptable by the time all the blazers arrive to have their badges sewn on, there 
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will not be much that she can do about it. Her performance as a company will be 

judged on the final complete uniforms, so this is a risk. 

 I recommend outsourcing the order if Dasha has a good relationship with a local 

company and can be assured of the quality and their ability to meet the deadline for 

the order. [12] 

5 Finance and accounting 

5.1 Business finance 

Multiple choice questions 

1 B Liabilities greater than assests 

2 D Bankruptcy 

3 D $3200 

4 D Paying for a marketing campaign 

Short answer questions 

1 An asset is something owned by a business, such as a building. A liability is an 

amount owed by a business, such as money borrowed through a bank loan. [2] 

2 A small business may need finance in order to start up and begin trading. This will 

include finance for the first few months’ rent, equipment and stocks of raw materials. 

 A small business may need finance, probably an overdraft, to cover the negative 

cash balance if cash outflows are more than inflows during the first few months of 

trading. [6] 

3 Trade receivables (previously known as debtors) are amounts due from customers 

who have bought goods on credit, but have not yet paid. The business may already 

have paid suppliers for the products, so it is important that the payment from credit 

customers is received within the credit period, so that cash problems do not arise. 

Trade payables (previously called creditors) are amounts owed by the business for 

inventory bought on credit from suppliers. It is important to monitor these owed 

amounts and pay bills within the credit period in order to maintain good relations with 

suppliers. If suppliers are not paid, they will no longer be willing to deal with the 

business, and this can cause the business to be unable to supply its own customers, 

potentially losing business. [8] 

4 Capital expenditure is the business buying an asset that will be used, but not used 

up, within the business. An example in this case is hen houses. 

 Revenue expenditure is the business buying inventory and raw materials that will be 

used to generate sales revenue. An example in this case is chicken feed. [6] 

5  Cash is important because it is the ‘life blood’ of a business. Cash flow measures 

cash coming in from sales and out to pay for costs. It is essential that costs are paid; 

without cash, a business will stop trading. A growing business will have the need for 

a growing amount of cash to buy increasing amounts of inventory and also for paying 

more employees. A growing business will also need to be careful not to overtrade, 

which will lead to running out of cash. 
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 However, profit is also essential for a growing business as, if a business makes profit, 

this may be reinvested into the business to buy new fixed assets. Profit is also the 

reward for owners and shareholders – the reason that they keep their stake in the 

business. Profit is a measure of business success; a non-profitable business will not 

survive in the long term, as it will not be able to innovate and grow. Therefore, in the 

short term, day-to-day running, cash is vital to a growing business; without cash, the 

business will not continue. However, in the long term, a non-profitable business will 

also not survive. Therefore, both cash and profit are important to a growing business 

in the long term.         [12] 

Case study 

1 Ruth took a bank loan of $40 000 to start her business. This is a non-current liability 

as it will be paid back over a number of years. [3] 

2 Ruth’s payments to her suppliers of cake ingredients are trade payables and the 

monies owed to her by business customers are trade receivables. [2] 

3 Ruth’s business was new and she was keen to build up a customer base. Giving 

credit to business customers was a good opportunity, as they were likely to buy 

cakes regularly, possibly for meetings and events. This would increase sales and, as 

business customers would probably order in advance, these sales would be 

predictable. 

 Offering her business customers credit would also encourage them to become loyal 

customers and, potentially, tell others about the quality of her cakes. Offering credit in 

this way would also encourage business customers to buy from her, rather than 

competitors, due to the ease of paying the total bill at the end of the credit period. [6] 

4 If business customers do not pay their bills regularly, then Ruth will be buying stocks 

of ingredients and not receiving revenue from her credit sales. This might lead to her 

not being able to pay for more ingredients and going bankrupt. 

If total sales do not increase (for instance, due to competition from other cake shops 

and supermarkets) then once her start-up finance has run out, she may not be able 

to pay her bills and her bank loan repayments. If she cannot make loan repayments, 

then the bank may cause her business to close to try to recover the debt. [8] 

5  Ruth can first look at her cash inflows and outflows. She can possibly look at using 

cheaper ingredients to decrease cash outflow. She can try to increase cash inflow by 

the use of low-cost promotional techniques, such as social media. 

 Ruth can also consider her product range. Is there a new product, such as custom-

made sandwiches and snacks that might increase her cash inflow? 

 Ruth must also look at her outstanding trade receivables and push her business 

customers to pay their bills on time, or withdraw the offer of credit. However, this 

could lose her customers and goodwill. If one business customer owes her a 

significant sum, then Ruth might sell the debt to a debt-factoring company, who will 

pay her most of the money and then collect the debt. 

 Ruth must keep in touch with her bank and make sure that she arranges an overdraft 

ahead of when it might be needed. 

 In conclusion, Ruth needs to make a survival plan and follow this through to try to 

ensure the survival of her business. [12] 
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5.2 Sources of finance 

Multiple choice questions 

1 C Sale of shares 

2 D Trade credit 

3 A A new factory 

4 A The company gets paid the full amount owed. 

5 B Venture capital 

6 D An overdraft 

Table exercise 

Scenario Source(s) of 

finance 

Why is it suitable? 

(Include advantages and disadvantages.) 

A new 

entrepreneur has 

$40 000 in savings, 

but needs an extra 

$30 000 to start a 

bicycle repair 

business. 

Bank loan Bank should lend as the entrepreneur has put 

in $40 000 in savings. Bank will require assets 

as collateral. Repayments will be made 

monthly, over a number of years, and should 

be affordable. 

Interest will be payable and bank can take 

assets if repayments are not made. 

A social enterprise 

wants to expand a 

recycling project in 

a developing 

country. 

Government 

grant or grant 

from a charitable 

organisation 

Generally, grants do not need to be repaid and 

should be available in this case, as the project 

has social benefits. 

Grants will tend to be one-off, so the enterprise 

will need to find another source to make the 

enterprise sustainable, such as selling recycled 

materials. 

A popular online 

author has a good 

idea for a self-help 

book, which will 

cost $25 000 to 

publish. 

Crowdfunding – 

small donations 

or loans from 

many supporters 

The author is already popular, so supporters 

will probably be willing to pre-buy the book and 

raise the funds, also guaranteeing sales. 

However, this source does rely on having 

enough supporters to raise the $25 000. 

A large, public 

limited fast-food 

company wants to 

take over a 

competitor at a 

cost of $50 million. 

New share issue Making a new share issue will raise finance 

that does not need to be repaid. 

However, dividends need to be paid and the 

shares need to be desirable, otherwise the 

share price will fall, causing the value of the 

company to also fall. 

A global 

pharmaceutical 

company is 

Government 

grants and 

research co-

Companies may be willing to co-operate on 

vaccine research and testing, rather than 

working in competition with each other. 
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carrying out 

research into a 

new vaccine for a 

serious virus and 

needs $30 million. 

operation with 

other similar 

companies 

Governments of a number of developed 

countries may also be willing to give grants. 

The $30 million may be wasted if the vaccine is 

not successful and approved for use. 

A private limited 

company in the 

retail fashion 

industry wants to 

expand throughout 

the country. 

Convert to a plc Assuming that the private limited company is 

big enough, converting to a plc will enable 

shares to be offered for sale on the stock 

market, raising a large amount of capital for 

expansion. 

The owners may lose control of the company, 

unless they retain more than 50 per cent of the 

equity/shares and the conversion process is 

very expensive. 

 

Short answer questions 

1 This is finance that is raised from within the business, such as profit retained from 

previous years. [2] 

2 A government grant may be available as this project has social benefits due to the 

use of renewable energy sources. 

 The private limited company will not usually have to repay a grant, which means that 

the risk of this new, solar-energy product development will effectively be taken by the 

government, not the small groups of shareholders. 

 Compared to a bank loan, there is also no interest payable, even if the grant needs to 

be repaid. This will enable the company to develop the solar phone chargers and 

expand the company without using other, more expensive, sources of finance. [6] 

3 A new share issue will lead to the ownership of the company being further diluted. If 

the plc sells more than 50 per cent of company equity, the original owners will lose 

control. Then the company could be at risk of a hostile takeover: for instance, by a 

competitor. 

A new share issue, even if it is a rights issue to existing shareholders, means that the 

total number of shares in the company increases. If there is not sufficient demand for 

the new shares, then the share price will go down. This might encourage other 

shareholders to sell, leading to a further price fall and decrease in the value and 

prestige of the company. [8] 

4 A hotel business might look at selling one of its hotel buildings and then leasing it 

back from the buyer at a monthly rate. The finance from the sale might solve cash-

flow problems and the company would still have use of the building. [3] 

5  Microfinance organisations typically lend small amounts of finance to small 

entrepreneurs who do not have access to other sources of finance. The Grameen 

Bank started lending small amounts to groups of workers in Bangladesh, who were 

responsible, as a group, for the repayments. 

 Small entrepreneurs are very important to the development of countries; for instance, 

those who are moving away from a subsistence economy. Often, these new 
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businesspeople do not have bank accounts or access to any banking organisations. 

A typical example may be a group who make baskets and sell them at the local 

market. They might use the small loan to buy materials and then repay it as the 

baskets are sold. These new small enterprises are often a way out of poverty, as they 

create income and lead to increasing gross domestic product of the country. Often, 

once the start-up loan is paid off, the enterprise is up and running and self-sustaining. 

 However, microfinance companies are also profit-making and interest is charged on 

the loan. Finance from other sources, such as friends and family, may be cheaper. 

Not all small businesses will survive, but microfinance offers them a real opportunity. 

 Along with microfinance loans, some organisations (such as charities) that offer 

similar ‘seed-money’ loans, also offer training in business-planning skills, which can 

lead to a better chance of business success. 

 Therefore, in a developing country, microfinance is very important to the development 

of small enterprises, especially in countries where few people have access to banks.

 [12] 

Case study 

1 Retained earnings are earnings from previous years that have been kept within the 

business after dividends have been paid to owners or shareholders. [2] 

2 Aron and Cara were new entrepreneurs, so may not have had access to a bank loan, 

which would also have needed to be repaid with interest. Their own savings would 

have been quickly available and would not have needed repayment so the business 

could have been started quickly. [3] 

3 Advantage: This would have enabled Aron and Cara to develop the business and 

supply a wider range of spices, without borrowing additional finance on which they 

may have needed to pay interest. 

 Disadvantage: This may have limited the incomes of the partners, so less reward for 

their savings would be invested in the business in the short term. [6] 

4 As the cooking sauces product is an innovative venture, Aron and Cara may be able 

to source finance from a venture-capital company. This company may also offer them 

some expertise in business planning and how to grow sustainably. However, Aron 

and Cara will probably have to give the company a share of the business in return for 

the finance. 

A bank loan may be a possible source of finance if Aron and Cara have a bank 

account and have kept good financial records. The bank will see that they invested 

their own savings and have a record of good profits, so may be willing to advance 

them a loan. However, Aron and Cara will have to repay the loan with interest and 

provide collateral. [8] 

5  The $500 000 needed for the cooking sauces project is a large amount of finance, so 

Aron and Cara may need to consider more than one method. 

 Inviting family and friends to invest and converting to a private limited company will 

be a good source of finance, as the investment will not need to be repaid and 

dividends are usually paid only when the business makes a profit. All the 

shareholders will also benefit from limited liability, so assets are not at risk. However, 
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Aron and Cara will lose the control they have as partners and may have to consult 

others before taking decisions. 

 If they take on a new partner then this could provide the additional investment, but 

the new partnership of three will still have unlimited liability, with the possibility that 

assets may be lost if the new product fails and the company goes into debt. Aron and 

Cara would also have to share decision-making with the third partner, which could 

lead to disagreements. 

 A bank loan will have to be repaid with interest and an investment from a venture-

capital company will mean giving up part of the business (see answer to question 4 

above). 

 In conclusion, the best method of finance will depend on whether there are new 

investors and lenders available. This may, in turn, depend on how strong the 

partners’ business plan is. It will also depend on the partners’ attitude to the degree 

of risk they would like to take and the degree of control they would like to maintain 

over their business. [12] 

5.3 Forecasting and managing cash flows 

Multiple choice questions 

1 C Employee wages 

2 D $1600 

3 A Faster payment of trade payables 

4 D It may help to apply for a loan. 

5 C Funds in the bank 

Short answer questions 

1 Cash flow is money moving in (inflow) and out (outflow) of a business. [2] 

2  

 April $ May $ June $ July $ 

Cash in 

Start-up loan 
 

15 000    

Owner’s savings 
 

12 000    

Cash sales 
 

2 000 3 000 3 000 4 000 

Credit sales  
 

  2 000 2 000 

Total cash inflow 
 

29 000 3 000 5 000 6 000 

Cash out 

Shop fitting and 
equipment 

25 000    

Rent 
 

1 000 1 000 1 000 1 000 

Raw materials 1 000 1 250 1 250 1 500 
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(ingredients) 

Wages 
 

1 500 1 500 1 500 1 500 

Marketing 
 

300 50 50 50 

Loan repayment 
 

500 500 500 500 

Total cash outflow 
 

29 300 4 300 4 300 4 550 

Net monthly cash flow 
 

(300) (1 300) 700 1450 

Opening balance 
 

0 (300) (1 600) (900) 

Closing balance 
 

(300) (1 600) (900) 550 

  [8] 

3 Marie might improve her cash inflow by promoting ‘special launch’ offers to persuade 

people to try her sandwiches. As the market is a competitive one, temporary lower 

prices should increase revenue and cash inflow. There will also be some increase in 

outflow on raw materials, but the net cash flow will be higher. 

Marie might decrease her cash outflow by arranging 30 days’ credit with her suppliers 

of bread and ingredients. This means that she will be able to delay payments by 30 

days and improve her cash flow. This will also help her as she is giving 60 days’ 

credit to business customers. [8] 

4  Cash flow is money moving in and out of the business, but profit is calculated by 

deducting total costs from total revenue. 

 Marie’s predicted closing cash balance at the end of her first four months is $550. 

 However, her profit may be calculated as follows: 

 Total revenue from cash and credit sales = $16 000 (not including start-up savings 

and loan) 

 Total costs = $4000 + $5000 + $6000 + $450 + $2000 = $17 450 (not including start-

up costs of shop-fitting, as this is capital spending) 

 Therefore, Marie has made a loss on the first four months trading of ($1450). 

 The difference between cash and profit is demonstrated here, due to the start-up loan 

subsidising the cash flow by $2000 over the first four months. 

 The cash-flow forecast is also just a prediction, so no figures can be guaranteed. 

 In conclusion, cash and profit are quite different and a cash-flow forecast is not a 

good way to calculate profit. [12] 

5.4 Costs 

Multiple choice questions 

1 C To help in predicting sales 

2 B Overhead cost 
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3 A Burger buns 

4 D The amount added to total cost by production of one more unit 

5 B Total profit 

Table exercise 

Cost/concept Definition/description Formula (if applicable) 

Fixed (or indirect) 

costs, also known 

as overheads 

Costs that do not vary with the level 

of output in the short term 

n/a 

Variable (or direct) 

costs 

Costs that are directly linked with the 

level of output 

n/a 

Total variable (or 

direct) costs 

The total of variable costs paid at a 

level of output 

= variable cost per unit × 

number of output 

Total revenue The money coming into the business 

as a result of sales 

= selling price × number 

sold 

Profit The difference between total 

revenue and total costs. A negative 

profit is a loss 

= total revenue – total 

costs 

Total costs All the costs of the business, 

including fixed and variable costs 

= fixed costs + total 

variable costs 

Average cost The total costs of production, spread 

over the number of units produced 
= 

total costs

output
 

Marginal cost The addition to total costs incurred 

by the production of one more unit 

= total cost of producing 

x+1 units – total cost of 

producing x units 

Contribution per 

unit 

The amount that the sale of one unit 

contributes towards the fixed costs 

of the business 

= selling price – variable 

cost per unit 

Total contribution The contribution to fixed costs made 

by all units sold 

= contribution per unit × 

output 

Break-even output The amount of units that must be 

produced and sold to cover all costs 

and make neither a profit nor a loss 

= 
fixed costs

contribution per unit
 

Margin of safety The difference between actual 

output and break-even output (may 

be expressed in number of units or 

revenue) 

= actual output – break-

even output 

 

Short answer questions 

1 Variable costs change directly with changes in output. [2] 

2 The full-costing method allocates all costs, direct and indirect, to the different clothing 

lines so it will be possible to see which products are the most profitable. 

 Using this method of allocating costs should make sure that all costs of rent, wages, 

cloth and machinery are covered, so that a profit is made. [6] 
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3 The simple way to do this would be to add the indirect or fixed costs up and then 

divide them equally between the production lines. However, this may not be a fair 

allocation because: 

• The different production lines may take up different amounts of space in the 

factory, both for production and storage. Hence, the line to produce bigger items, 

such as adult clothes, which are also sold for higher prices, should be allocated 

more of the fixed costs. This will lead to a fairer allocation and avoid giving the 

impression that the lower-priced items, such as children’s clothes, are not 

profitable. 

• The different production lines also may need different numbers of human 

employees to work the machines and assemble the different items of clothing. 

More complicated styles will need more expertise and be more time-consuming. 

Therefore, these labour costs should be allocated according to the labour used. 

This will ensure a fairer and more accurate allocation. [8] 

4 A sandwich shop sells 500 sandwiches each week and has the following production 

costs: 

 Rent and bills $600, wages $500, bread $70, other ingredients $120. Total = $1290 

 Therefore, cost per sandwich is 
$1290

500
 = $2.58. 

 If the sandwich shop uses a mark-up of 70% then the selling price will be $2.58 plus 

a mark-up of $2.58 × 0.7 = $1.80, so $4.38. [3] 

5  Cost-plus pricing means that prices are based on total production costs plus a 

percentage mark-up. As all costs are covered, the company should make a profit, 

assuming all products are sold. In the sandwich shop example, the prices would be 

based on the cost of bread and fillings, but also the costs of running the shop. 

 However, bread and sandwich fillings are perishable ingredients. Sandwiches need 

to be sold on the day they are made. The risk here is that, on a day when 

sandwiches remain unsold, they will need to be thrown away and the mark up 

percentage profit will not be earned. 

 Also, cost-plus pricing does not take into account actions of competitors in the highly 

dynamic fast-food industry. The sales of sandwiches will also be impacted by offers 

by other companies, such as special reduced-price deals. The sandwich-shop owner 

will need to watch competitors and also be prepared to be flexible on pricing, perhaps 

reacting by starting a ‘budget’ and ‘luxury’ range of sandwiches. 

 Cost-plus pricing will only ensure a profit if the sandwich shop is able to match supply 

of sandwiches with demand, so waste is minimised. Also, a careful watch needs to 

be kept on the activities of competitors, as some pricing flexibility will be required. [12] 

Case study 

1 Indirect costs are those, such as rent, which do not change with output in the short 

term. [2] 

2 X = $3.50, Y = $2.50 [2] 

3 Answer will be on graph paper, but break-even output can be calculated by: 
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 Break-even output = 
fixed costs

contribution per unit
 

 For solar lamps = 
$3000

$3.50
 = 857.14 or break-even of 858 units. 

 Margin of safety will be 1000 – 858 = 142 units [14] 

4  The contribution per unit on the special order will be $7.50 – $6.50 = $1 per unit, so 

total contribution will be 300 × $1 = $300, so the order will make a positive 

contribution to profit, as current production already breaks even, assuming $4000 in 

fixed costs (
$4000

$2.50
 = 1600). 

 However, at present, the maximum output of phone chargers is 3000. The extra 

production would require a total production of 1800 (existing) + 300 (new order) = 

2100, which is 105 per cent capacity utilisation. This may be possible if human labour 

is willing to work overtime, but this will add to costs. Can resources be moved 

temporarily from production of solar lamps? 

 This special order may lead to extra sales, but the price is $1.50 lower than the usual 

selling price. Should Winnie offer a price of $8? 

 The special order is for a social enterprise. This may even generate good publicity for 

the company. 

 The decision on whether to accept the order will depend on whether Winnie can 

arrange to make 300 extra phone chargers without disappointing regular customers. 

Winnie may also have social objectives as well as financial ones, in which case she 

will want to accept the order. [12] 

5.5 Budgets 

Multiple choice questions 

1 C Credit sales 

2 D Material costs lower than forecast 

3 A Budgeting based on a percentage change to previous year’s budget 

4 D It helps firms divert spending to the most important functions. 

5 C Adjust the wages budget upwards 

Short answer questions 

1 A budget is a financial plan for revenue, costs and profit. [2] 

2  

 Budget figure 

($) 

Actual figure 

($) 

Variance ($) Adverse or 

favourable? 

Sales revenue 20 000 18 000 2 000 Adverse 

Car lease 

costs 

1 500 1 500 0 Neither 

adverse nor 

favourable 

Fuel costs 4 000 3 800 200 Favourable 
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Labour costs 

(drivers) 

6 000 5 800 200 Favourable 

Profit 8 500 6 900 1 600 Adverse 

  [8] 

3 Fuel costs and labour costs are both $200 less than budgeted, so a favourable 

variance. This has been caused by Tomo’s Taxis undertaking fewer and/or shorter 

than planned taxi journeys, using less fuel, hence the favourable variance. Fuel will 

be a direct cost as it is linked to vehicle usage. It is likely that Tomo also pays his 

drivers according to number of journeys, so fewer journeys leads to lower payments 

to drivers. 

 The adverse profit variance is caused by the $2000 adverse variance in revenue, due 

to fewer or shorter taxi journeys and, therefore, lower fare revenue. This is only 

partially offset by the two favourable variances for fuel and wages. [8] 

4 A budget is a financial plan for the future. Tomo’s budget tried to plan for the 

revenue, costs and profit of his taxi business. The revenue will come from the paying 

passengers and his costs are fuel, drivers and car leasing. 

 Tomo can plan his budget based on previous passenger numbers and journeys – a 

version of incremental budgeting. He can also plan the number of drivers, cars and 

the amount of fuel he will need to make those journeys. Once Tomo has planned 

total revenue and costs, he can also plan a budgeted profit based on these. 

However, his predictions may not be accurate. If a new competitor has entered the 

market, or people are more reluctant to go out, then the predicted revenue figure will 

be inaccurate, as in the case study. 

 Therefore, a budget will not ensure that the business does not overspend. If Tomo 

experiences a big rise in demand, due to an event or other commitment, his fuel and 

driver costs will come in as adverse but his revenue will be favourable. Perhaps 

flexible budgeting would help in this case, so that Tomo could monitor and adjust his 

budget during the time period, rather than just calculating variances at the end. [12] 

 

6 Business and its environment 

6.1 External influences on business activity 

6.1.1 Political and legal 

True/false questions 

1 False: External factors are economic, demographic, legal, social and environmental 

influences, which are out of the control of businesses. [3] 

2 True: Privatisation moves a businesses from state (government) ownership to private 

ownership by shareholders, usually as a plc. The profit motive and need to pay 

dividends often leads to greater efficiency. Newly privatised businesses often 

rationalise staff and other resources to achieve this. [3] 

3 False: Employment laws regulate employment practices, such as equal opportunities 

recruitment and working conditions (for instance, health and safety in the workplace). 

Fair recruitment will ensure the right person for the job is hired, regardless of race, 
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age, gender or disability, and workers who have good and safe conditions will be 

more efficient. Therefore, employers and employees all benefit. [3] 

4 True: Consumer protection law, in part, tries to protect consumers from adverts that 

are not ‘legal, decent and honest’. For instance, if a cosmetic skin-care product 

guarantees to ‘make skin look younger’, this claim will not be allowed by the 

advertising standards authority if it is not backed up by evidence. [3] 

5 False: A business with more than 25 per cent market share is said to have ‘monopoly 

power’. In this situation, a very powerful business has the potential to charge 

consumers higher prices, due to lack of consumer alternatives. However, monopolies 

do benefit from lower unit costs through economies of scale and also invest higher 

profits into research and development of new products. Therefore, consumers can 

benefit from lower prices and innovative products. [3] 

6.1.2 Economic 

True/false questions 

1 True: New enterprises provide work for people and incomes, leading to economic 

growth and development. Economic growth is an objective for governments.  [3] 

2 True: Pollution causes environmental damage, which is an external and social cost 

on society. This is an example of market failure, as the business does not take 

responsibility for all the costs of production.  [3] 

3 False: High inflation means that the general level of prices is going up by a high 

percentage per year. This leads to economic problems and instability, due to a fall in 

the purchasing power of money and a lack of competitiveness when selling products 

abroad. Governments aim for low, stable inflation.  [3] 

4 False: A recession occurs when there are two quarters or six months of falling GDP. 

This means that, on average, demand is falling. Therefore, there will not be inflation 

caused by too much demand.  [3] 

5 False: Currency appreciation means that a currency increases in value against other 

currencies. For instance, the UK pound goes from being worth US$1.20 to $1.40. 

This will mean that UK exports will be more expensive in US dollars, but UK imports 

in dollars will be cheaper.  [3] 

6.1.3–7 Other 

True/false questions 

1 False: An aging population means that, in future years, there will be an increasing 

percentage of older people in the population. It is caused by a falling birth rate, 

resulting in fewer children and young people, and improving health-care services, 

which means people live longer.  [3] 

2 True: The introduction of computerised technology will lead to more automation and 

less need for human labour. In the short term, there will be extra costs of the 

investment required and, possibly, worker-redundancy costs. However, in the long 

term, unit and total costs should fall. [3] 

3 True: CSR in clothing manufacturing will include sourcing cloth and finished clothing 

from ethical suppliers. These suppliers will pay fair prices and wages to cloth 
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suppliers and manufacturers. These are often in developing countries and supply 

part-finished garments, such as denim jeans, which then have the brand labels 

added later. This will often lead to higher production costs.  [3] 

4 True: Technological innovation has given us markets for high-tech products and 

services, such as tablets and virtual-meeting platforms. Processes such as retail 

purchasing and meal ordering have been revolutionised by apps and food-delivery 

services.  [3] 

5 True: Competitors are an important external influence to all businesses, even those 

with high market shares. An example might be the supermarket or car industries. 

There are powerful companies, such as Tesco or Toyota, but these companies 

always need to watch competitor activity, whether in terms of special offers or 

innovation, as they do not want to fall behind. [3] 

6 False: The entry of a MNC, such as McDonald’s may give consumers more choice, 

contribute to GDP and pay tax to the government. However, local fast food 

companies may be competed out of the market and the culture of the country may be 

‘diluted’ and ‘westernised’. MNCs typically also take profits back to the ‘mother 

country’, so the host country will not benefit from the reinvestment of profits made.

 [3] 

Case study 

1 Social factors are those related to changes in the structure and behaviour of society, 

such as changing employment patterns. Demographic factors refer to changes in the 

structure of the population; for instance, in terms of percentages in the different age 

groups. 

 The OW theme park is popular with school groups and families. Changes in 

demographics, such as the aging population in the USA and many developed 

countries, will mean fewer visitors in future unless theme parks develop to cater more 

for older customers, as well as their traditional market. 

 The social trend towards more overseas holidays has also led to 50 per cent of 

visitors to OW coming from abroad. Changes in this trend, such as a big downturn in 

travel due to a virus pandemic, will lead to a decrease in visitors to the theme park 

and falling revenue. [8] 

2 CSR means that a business considers the impact of its activities and decisions on 

wider society. A social audit is a report on the impact of a business (in terms of 

pollution, for example) on society, the environment and the local community. 

 The OW theme park has been established on environmental principles as part of the 

CSR for the joint-venture companies, so this is central to the mission and objectives 

of the organisation. The attractions are based on environmental themes and this is 

OW’s unique selling point that differentiates it from competitors. Safety of the rides 

will also be vital, as well as ethical treatment of employees to avoid the park gaining a 

reputation that is at odds with its social objectives. 

 However, other factors will also be important to ensure the sustainability of the 

organisation. Theme parks have very high fixed costs of maintenance and regular 

replacement of the rides is necessary. This means that marketing communications 

and the visitor experience will be important to keep visitors interested. Investment in 
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technology, such as the smartphone app, will also be essential to keep the facilities 

up-to-date with modern technology. 

 In conclusion, CSR will be vital to the joint-venture companies and they will report the 

outcomes from the theme park in their social audit report. This will give the 

companies a good reputation with ethical consumers and, possibly, governments. 

Failure to maintain these principles could result in the companies removing funding 

from OW. However, the theme park does need to be sustainable in order to survive in 

the long term. [12] 

3 Over recent years, the US dollar has appreciated against most major currencies and 

economic growth is recovering from a recent recession. Unemployment is falling and 

inflation is stable at 3 per cent per year. 

 The appreciation of the US dollar will lead to entrance fees to attractions, such as 

OW, being more expensive for overseas visitors, in terms of their own currency. This 

might lead to a decrease in visitors to the USA if they look for more affordable holiday 

destinations. This might potentially reduce revenue for OW. 

 The recovery from recession and falling unemployment will mean that incomes in the 

US are increasing, so there may be more demand from US nationals for holidays and 

visits to theme parks. This could have a positive impact on visitor numbers and 

revenue. 

 Stable inflation (so stable prices, only rising gently) will also mean that businesses 

and individuals are able to plan ahead, both from the USA and overseas, and may be 

more willing to plan holidays and theme park visits. This could lead to an increase in 

visitors and revenue. 

 In conclusion, the external economic factors seem to mean potentially more US 

visitors and fewer from overseas, but this also depends on local economic conditions 

in countries where the visitors come from and whether there are other, ‘better-value’ 

destinations available. [12] 

4 Young people, as members of families and school groups, are important to OW. 

 As far as the market for families is concerned, they will be more likely to choose OW 

over other attractions if their children are interested in environmental protection. This 

should lead to more visitors and also more purchases of souvenirs with an 

environmental theme, so more revenue. 

 School groups will come to the theme park in response to their advertised 

environmental education objective. Increased interest from young people will make 

such visits more popular. School groups will also visit when the park is quieter, as 

they come during school term-time, making it sustainable to keep the park open all 

year round. [8] 

5 The local community are important stakeholders in the OW business organisation. 

Their objectives will include minimal disruption to the local environment. Members of 

the local community will also probably be employed by OW, so they will be interested 

in the success of the business. 

 The worry for the pressure group is centred around the impact of traffic on the nature 

reserve, especially on busy days, when the traffic queues to get in. This has the 

potential to get worse as the park becomes more poplar. The pressure group clearly 
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has an environmental objective, which makes them sympathetic to the OW 

organisation. This should, therefore, make this issue relatively easy to solve, given 

sufficient involvement of all parties. 

 A good starting point will be to have a meeting and hear the complaints, ideas and 

issues from both sides. There may be ideas from the pressure group that could 

improve the flow of traffic and minimise disruption. There may even be the possibility 

of a ‘park-and-ride’ type scheme. The first meeting could agree some objectives and 

set up some research tasks. The two sides should agree to keep communicating, 

with a view to co-operating, rather than disagreeing. 

 The eventual solution will depend on what options are available, but dealing with the 

complaints in a constructive atmosphere will help to find a solution that is acceptable 

to both parties. [12] 

6 OW relies on innovative technology for its rides and experiences, many of which are 

designed to give visitors the experience of being in remote parts of the world, deep in 

the oceans and even viewing the planet from a space rocket. Rides are replaced or 

updated on a very regular basis, to maintain visitor interest and in order to compete 

with other nearby attractions. 

 The above paragraph from the case study demonstrates that innovative technology is 

very important to OW. It helps to communicate the environmental themes to visitors 

in a way that captures their interest. Furthermore, continuous update of attractions 

will encourage people to return to the park, therefore increasing visitors and revenue. 

Further advances in IT, such as advances in AI, will have a significant impact on both 

the attractions and the organisation’s ability to gather data and plan for future 

developments. 

 The app that visitors use to check on ride queues and make reservations and 

purchases, also improves the visitor experience and this may well lead to favourable 

reviews and higher visitor numbers. 

 However, success in this context is likely to be measured by more than financial 

indicators. The social objectives of the joint-venture partners are clear, as well as the 

reason for the existence of OW. The organisation must stay focused on these 

objectives and continue to educate as well as entertain in order to survive in the 

future. OW must also come to an agreement with the local pressure group, as this 

has the potential to do reputational damage if problems escalate. [12] 

7 Free trade agreements mean that countries may import and export goods between 

countries in the agreement without tariffs and quotas. This will mean that OW have 

access to the best products and technologies developed in free trade partner 

countries. In this case it is the rides and their associated technology, which keep 

visitors coming back to the park. 

 Free trade agreements also mean that the rides and technology will be available to 

OW at competitive prices, without the need to pay tariffs. This will lead to greater 

efficiency, as costs of development of new rides will be minimised.  [8] 

8 Protectionist trade policies mean that the US government may impose tariffs and 

quotas on imported products. This could increase the price of imported products, or 

even restrict the number of products that may be imported. For OW this could 
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increase the cost of developing new rides or even mean that they do not have access 

to some new technology. 

 However, there may be suppliers of similar appropriate technologies within the USA, 

as a developed country. OW may decide to develop their park and attractions 

according to what is available locally. Tariffs may also not add a significant amount to 

the cost of some rides and technology. 

 Overall, the impact will depend on the extent of the protectionist measures and the 

amount of notice given. OW should be able to source most resources that they need 

within the USA. Even if prices are slightly higher, transport costs will be lower. [12] 

6.2 Business strategy 

Developing business strategy 

Table exercise 

Analysis  Choice Implementation 

• SWOT 

• PEST 

• Porter’s Five Forces 

• Boston Matrix 

• Situational analysis 

• Red and blue ocean 
strategy 

• Core competencies 
analysis 

• Ansoff Matrix 

• Force Field analysis 

• Decision tree 

• Investment appraisal 

(In next section) 

• Corporate planning 

• Change management 

• Contingency planning 

 

Questions 

1 A big supermarket company such as Tesco will use SWOT to analyse internal 

strengths and weaknesses and external opportunities and threats. When looking to 

expand internationally, a strength may be a recognised brand, whereas a weakness 

might be a supply chain that does not operate internationally. An opportunity might be 

to compete and sell own-brand products in a country where there is seen to be a gap 

in the market, and a threat might be other multinational companies entering the 

market. 

 PEST analysis will be carried out on the proposed destination country and will look at 

political, economic, social and technological factors. A stable government and low 

taxation, a growing economy, and a social structure similar to the home country may 

make the expansion easier. The same might be said of technological factors, such as 

ease of internet access. 

 A SWOT analysis is essentially a subjective look at the current situation a business is 

in. Different managers may view the factors in different ways. One manager’s idea of 

an opportunity may be another manager’s idea of a threat, depending on their 

different attitudes towards risk. SWOT factors can also change very quickly as the 

market for supermarket products is very dynamic. 

 A PEST analysis is also liable to change over time, essentially due to changes in the 

external business environment. Economic shocks, such as the 2020 Coronavirus 

(COVID-19) pandemic can lead to big changes very quickly. 
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 Therefore, it is essential that SWOT and PEST analyses are updated on a regular 

basis. [12] 

2 Red ocean strategy is thus called as it refers to companies fighting (like sharks, 

hence ‘red’ ocean) within an existing market. In this case, it would be hotel 

companies fighting to attract existing users of hotels to their business, possibly by 

aggressive (and expensive) marketing and offers. 

 Blue ocean strategy involves looking outside of existing markets, in this case, 

attracting customers who do not usually stay in hotels. Here research is required and 

changes will be necessary to find out what would attract these guests (for instance, 

different facilities, such as self-catering in rooms). Successful use of blue ocean 

strategy could lead to a hotel business appealing to a whole new target market, 

hence increasing revenue and profit. 

 It is difficult to identify customers who are not already potential customers, especially 

in a mass-market service, such as hotels. There are already hotels in the market that 

appeal to a wide range of customers. The research and changes required are also 

very expensive and competitors are likely to react quickly (turning the blue ocean into 

a red ocean!). [12] 

3 Barriers to entry are relatively low, as it is easy for a small entrepreneur to set up a 

small business, such as a sandwich shop. However, the big companies benefit from 

major economies of scale. 

 The power of suppliers to the industry is relatively low, as there are many 

manufacturers of the basic supplies needed for fast food. Also, the big companies, 

such as KFC, have considerable power over their suppliers, as they are often the 

only customer. 

 The threat of substitutes is considerable, as consumers may move away from fast-

food products that may be seen as unhealthy towards buying ingredients and 

creating their own lunches, for example. 

 Competitive rivalry is high in this industry, as it is relatively cheap to enter for a small 

company and high economies of scale benefit the big companies. However, there are 

also opportunities for niche-market businesses; for instance, a vegan sandwich bar. 

 The Five Forces analysis only looks at markets, which are very dynamic, at a static 

point in time. Changes over time, due to trends in consumer tastes and other issues, 

can change the strength of forces very quickly. [12] 

4 Retail clothing is a very competitive market. As such, it is likely that demand for 

clothing from one retailer will be highly price elastic. 

 Core competencies are important business capabilities that give a company 

competitive advantage. Core competencies in clothing retailing might include fast 

delivery, a particular innovative fabric or fastening used, or focus on a particular use, 

such as outdoor sports and pursuits. The core competency will often be associated 

with the brand image and may differentiate the company from its competitors. For 

instance, a company that can offer fast, efficient delivery will gain customers from 

other companies who cannot get the product to the customer as quickly. 
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 A retailer without a core competency may have no features to differentiate itself from 

others, so may fail to make enough sales to survive, especially in an economic 

downturn. 

 A core competency, such as fast delivery, will only be unique until copied or achieved 

by competitors, so will not necessarily be maintained over time. It is, therefore, 

important for a company to continually aim to develop core competencies over time.

 [12] 

5 The move into chicken farming may be product development, selling new products in 

existing markets in the Ansoff Matrix. The building and renting of holiday 

accommodation may be diversification, selling new products in a new market. 

Ansoff’s Matrix is a qualitative method of analysing risk, and diversification is a riskier 

strategy than product development. 

 To construct a decision tree, the farmer will need to estimate the probability of 

success or failure of both options. They will also need to estimate the likely economic 

returns in the case of success or failure. The costs of the two projects will also need 

to be estimated as accurately as possible. It will then be possible to estimate the 

monetary expected values and then take off the initial costs to compare the final 

expected value in each case. The decision tree is a quantitative analysis tool. 

 Comparing the two projects will then be possible on both quantitative (decision tree) 

and qualitative (Ansoff) methods. 

 Ansoff’s Matrix depends on a number of subjective decisions. For instance, will the 

chickens be sold into the same market as the wheat? Ansoff may also need to be 

looked at along with SWOT and PEST factors. For instance, is the land suitable for 

chicken farming? Is there an increase in tourism? 

 Decision trees depend heavily on estimated probabilities and economic returns. It is, 

therefore, very likely to provide an inaccurate outcome. 

 For both techniques, factors and probabilities will change over time. [12] 

Corporate planning and implementation 

Questions 

1 The company will start with a mission statement and then corporate objectives. In this 

case, a SMART object may be to ‘increase market share by 5 per cent’. This will then 

become a target for all the teams of developers and salespeople to work towards. 

Therefore, if a new game is developed to challenge the competition, progress can be 

monitored to see if market share is being gained from other companies. The plan 

gives all employees a common sense of direction, so that objectives are more likely 

to be achieved. 

 However, a corporate plan alone cannot achieve a corporate objective. The corporate 

objective needs to be well-communicated with all levels of employee. The corporate 

plan is also drawn up at a point in time, but must be constantly reviewed and updated 

to reflect changes in the external environment. In this case, changes in games 

technology will be vitally important. Therefore, a corporate plan may help, but is no 

guarantee of success. [12] 
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2 A change culture means that there is an acceptance in an organisation of ongoing 

change in response to changing market conditions. Often, this comes from effective 

leadership and the ability to involve employees fully in developments and keep them 

loyal, even in the case of sudden or severe changes. Airline businesses need to 

respond to changes in the market for both leisure and business travel. They are also 

involved in a highly competitive market environment, so the ability to react and 

change quickly will ensure they are competitive and increase market share. Change 

in this context may mean offering more or different routes or services, or coping with 

changes in regulations governing international flights. 

 A change culture can only prepare effectively for gradual, predictable change. This 

could include increasing competition or predicable regulation change. It is also very 

difficult to create a change culture where workers will not resist changes that change 

and/or threaten their jobs. No airline could have been prepared for the 2020 

Coronavirus (COVID-19) economic shock that has devastated the industry. [12] 

3 Privatisation means that the organisation has moved from state (government) to 

private ownership, usually by floatation and selling shares on the stock exchange. 

This means that the business’ objectives change from being mainly customer-centred 

to focused on generating profits to reward shareholders for their investment. This is 

likely to necessitate big changes in order to improve efficiency in the electricity supply 

company. These ‘modernisations’ are likely to include job losses, the need for multi-

skilling, updating and installing new technology, and a major change in organisational 

culture. A transformational leader will be well-equipped to make these changes and, 

where possible, take the employees with them, whether it be through communication 

of the future vision for the company or more practical issues, such as staff training. 

 However, no matter how transformational a leader is, workers who fear job losses will 

resist changes and the introduction of new technology is often fraught with difficulty. 

Long-standing workers will find it difficult to adapt. Likewise, state-owned businesses 

often have a high density of trade union members and the trade union is likely to get 

involved in negotiations over job losses and changes, making the process more 

difficult and protracted. [12] 

4 A vision/mission statement is a general statement of the company’s aims, geared 

towards the image it would like to portray to the public. Examples may be ‘I’m lovin it’ 

(McDonald’s) or ‘making life taste better’ (Sainsbury’s). Typically, these statements 

are not designed to make firm promises, but rather portray a good image. However, 

the desired image forms the basis for a corporate plan and the corporate objectives 

are linked to it, in that the examples given above are all designed to make the 

products appealing to customers and, therefore, to sell more and increase market 

share. Corporate objectives then translate into departmental and individual 

objectives, sometimes by the management by objectives process. 

 While mission/vision statements do not make any firm promises or set any SMART 

targets, they do portray an image and anything the company might do that works 

against this image may lead to a lack of credibility for the company as a whole. For 

instance, a company portraying itself as selling healthy food might be found to be 

actually selling food that is very high in sugar and salt. The mission/vision can only 

achieve so much, and the company’s image is vulnerable if the claims are unrealistic 

– or just plainly untrue! [12] 
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5 Contingency planning means setting up procedures and safeguards which prepare 

for unforeseen events that could have a catastrophic impact on the business, such as 

natural disasters, terrorism, financial collapse, accidents, and so on. For a banking 

business, typically this could include the destruction of buildings and computer 

records, as well as an infectious virus which leads to mass employee absenteeism. 

Many of the businesses in the New York World Trade Center attack (known as ‘9/11’) 

were banking organisations and most of them had remote system back-ups. 

 Measures that may be put in place include backing up computer systems and 

information at a completely different site and enabling homeworking, such as during 

the Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. All of these measures add to costs but 

should ensure that, if a disaster occurs, the organisation is able to recover and avoid 

reputational damage. 

 Contingency planning is expensive and it is just not possible to prepare for all the 

‘unknown unknowns’. There was not a company anywhere who had a contingency 

plan for a totally unique event such as the 2020 Coronavirus pandemic, as it largely 

could not have been foreseen, nor had anything of this magnitude happened before. 

Therefore, contingency planning may mitigate the impacts of some events, but not 

others, and it is impossible to prepare for all eventualities. [12] 

Case study 

1 These are examples of possible responses. 

 Knowledge of strategic management techniques used by Yannick: 

1 SWOT analysis of strengths, weaknesses, (internal) opportunities and 

(external) threats to ascertain current position 

2 Blue ocean strategy analysis of a new market, outside the existing market for 

the product, to find a less competitive opportunity than the red ocean market 

3 Strategic implementation of change management: the ability to bring about 

change in an organisation, including change in culture, often achieved through 

a transformational leader 

 Application to the circumstances in the case study: 

1 Yannick analysed the business. 

 Strengths: Organic produce and an excellent location 

 Weaknesses: Lack of quality and space in the infrastructure of the guest 

house 

 Opportunities: To offer sustainable, ecologically friendly tourism services as 

an alternative to the large hotels. He found out that his eco-tourism hotel idea 

would attract high-income, international tourists who are interested in nature 

and environmental protection. Yannick also found out that the countries where 

most tourists came from had growing economies and that competition in the 

airline industry was leading to lower fares.  

 At the start, Yannick didn’t specifically analyse the threats. 

2 Blue ocean strategy: Yannick identified a niche market that he believed was 

unexploited, namely eco-tourism, that would attract high-income tourists. 
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3 Strategic implementation: Yannick showed himself to be a transformational 

leader, both in reworking the business model of the original guest house to 

high-quality, customer-focused eco-tourism. He also managed change 

successfully following the takeover of the Sunny Beach Hotel. 

 Analysis as to how the techniques were used to help the business grow, and the 

consequences for the business: 

1 Yannick’s SWOT analysis allowed him to identify the strengths of the 

business and capitalise on these to rework the business model to meet the 

needs of the new niche market. This meant he was able to tailor the product 

to the needs of customers and become very successful, catering for many 

loyal customers who were willing to pay high prices. This then lead to further 

expansion. 

2 Identifying the niche market, which was unexploited, was the starting point for 

Yannick’s successful reworking of the business model. The customers within 

this market were willing to pay high prices, suggesting that their demand was 

price inelastic due to a lack of substitutes, leading to much higher revenue 

than was earned by the original guest house. 

3 Yannick’s transformational leadership qualities enabled him to implement 

several major changes as the business grew. He was able to change the 

business model to appeal to the new niche market of customers, as well as 

overcome resistance from the employees at the Sunny Beach Hotel. The 

resulting loyal customers also helped the business recover from the financial 

crisis during 2009–11, which in turn helped the business go from strength to 

strength. 

 Evaluation of the most successful technique(s) and limitations. What other 

techniques would be useful? 

1 Yannick’s confidence enabled him to identify the strengths, weaknesses and 

opportunities for the existing business. However, he did not greatly consider 

threats, which are always present in a competitive market. Many other 

organisations may well have been working on the eco-tourism idea. The 

SWOT analysis could also have been biased, although he did carry out some 

wider market research. Overall, the SWOT analysis enabled Yannick to use 

some of the existing qualities of the business to form the basis for his new 

venture. 

2 The blue-ocean niche market identified by Yannick could be relatively short-

lived, as other holiday businesses will move in, causing it to become a red-

ocean market with more competition. However, Yannick did use his ‘first-

mover advantage’ to build a base of loyal customers, which was important in 

the future development of the business. 

3 Yannick successfully used strategic implementation techniques when he 

changed the business model and throughout the expansion of EG. However, 

it seems that, although he had some plans for bad weather, he did not 

consider a contingency plan for the possibility of another financial crisis after 

the one in 2008–09, or some other potential major disaster, such as the 

pandemic. However, it would not have been practical, or affordable, to plan for 

every possible eventuality. 
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 Yannick was lucky that his business was robust enough to survive the 2008–

09 financial crisis and the subsequent recession. This suggests that his 

previous strategic management techniques were very successful. 

 Yannick could have used more quantitative techniques, such as decision 

trees and investment appraisals, when deciding on expansion strategies. 

These may have revealed some even more profitable options. [20] 

2 These are examples of possible responses. 

 Knowledge of strategic management techniques that could be used by Yannick: 

1 PEST: Political, economic, social and technological factors. Yannick will 

clearly need to keep a close watch on factors external to the business, 

particularly economic developments. 

2 Decision trees/Investment appraisals: These are quantitative techniques for 

comparing different investments, by estimating the probability and estimated 

monetary value (decision trees) and the viability of proposed investments 

using payback, net present value and annual rate of return. 

3 Contingency planning: Planning for potential economic shocks in the future 

may be useful, as reacting quickly to a major downturn in business may help 

to limit losses. 

 Application to the circumstances in the case study: 

1 The economic shock caused by the financial crisis and then the virus 

pandemic have caused the recent downturns in his business. Yannick should 

concentrate on the economic situation in the countries where most of his loyal 

customers come from, to ascertain when they might be ready to return. He 

must also keep up with technology developments in holiday and travel 

booking, to ensure he is not overtaken by competitors. 

2 Reopening the hotels is going to require investment spending, and Yannick 

might need to compare the potential costs and benefits between the three 

different locations to decide which to reopen first. 

3 Contingency planning for a new economic shock could include which hotel to 

close on a temporary basis and whether it may or may not be viable to keep 

one hotel open for business. 

 Analysis as to how the techniques could be used to help the business recover, and 

the consequences for the business: 

1 Once the economic recovery is underway in the countries where Yannick’s 

customers come from, he can expect bookings to restart and customers to 

start planning future trips. This will be the time to start offering incentives for 

early booking and commit to opening the hotels again. This will require 

finance and time as staff will need to be re-employed and buildings 

refurbished. However, careful planning should result in revenue starting to 

increase and, eventually, profit. Keeping up with technology developments, 

such as booking apps, will also add to costs. 

2 If Yannick uses quantitative methods to make decisions in connection with the 

business recovery, he will be able to compare the costs and benefits of 
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alternatives, such as which hotel to reopen first. This should lead to better 

decision-making and lower costs than reopening everything at once, meaning 

the business may return to profitability sooner. 

3 Contingency planning could cover a range of eventualities, such as natural 

disasters and weather conditions, further virus outbreaks and financial crises. 

If Yannick has plans that may be put into action quickly, then he may be able 

to react and limit the potential financial damage, leading to greater business 

resilience and quicker future recovery. 

 Recommendation of the most successful technique(s) and limitations. What other 

techniques would be useful? 

1 The economic recovery will take place at a different rate in different parts of 

the world. It may, therefore, be difficult to make decisions based on this. Also, 

Yannick will need to assess the extent to which the economic conditions have 

affected his customers. Some higher-income groups may be less badly 

affected than average. Keeping up with technological developments in 

booking technology will be a vital way to improve his customer-relationship 

marketing. 

2 There are many estimates involved in both decision trees and investment 

appraisal, such as probabilities, estimated outcomes and net cash flows. 

These could be inaccurate, due to management bias or further changes in 

external factors, and lead to wrong decisions. 

3 It is impossible to prepare for all eventualities, as Yannick has found out with 

the financial crisis and the virus pandemic. Contingency planning is also an 

expensive process, as he will need to consult experts and accountants to 

assess the options. 

 In conclusion, Yannick will also need to carry out detailed research into his customers 

and their future needs, to make sure that he can maintain his emphasis on customer 

focus. It is also entirely possible that the market for travel will change completely 

following the worldwide pandemic. In any case, Yannick will need to commit 

resources to make the hotels virus-safe. [20] 

 

7 Human resource management 

7.1 Organisational structure 

True/false questions 

1 True: A middle manager has authority over subordinates, but is accountable to 

higher managers for reaching objectives and the conduct of their department. [3] 

2 False: Successful businesses need to be able to react to changes in the dynamic 

business environment. An inflexible organisational structure makes it more difficult to 

do this, as people become set in their ways and resistant to change. [3] 

3 True: If a business empowers its employees, they are more likely to show 

intrapreneurial traits, such as coming up with innovative ideas for products and 

processes that will benefit the company. [3] 
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4 False: Flattening an organisational structure means taking out levels of hierarchy, 

which will lead to wider (not narrower) spans of control, as those in management 

positions will have direct responsibility for more subordinates. [3] 

5 True: Decentralisation effectively means moving decision-making away from the 

head(s) of the organisation and delegating some decision-making to lower-level 

employees, who may be in other locations. This will lead to empowerment as they 

have more involvement and responsibility. [3] 

7.2 Business communication 

True/false questions 

1 False: Communications, usually by email or even presentations, often give 

information that does not require feedback, such as company targets for the year or 

new product information. [3] 

2 True: Advertising is business or marketing communication to customers and is an 

important example of business communication. [3] 

3 False: Although there are examples of formal communications being sent by text, 

this is not a formal method of communication, unlike a business letter. The language 

used in text messaging is also informal. [3] 

4 False: Vertical communication takes place between people at different levels of the 

hierarchy, such as managers to subordinates. Communication between people at the 

same level is horizontal communication. [3] 

5 True: There are many examples in business of ‘email overload’, where employees 

are receiving so many massages in their inboxes that they have little time to work on 

anything else, leading to inefficiency. However, email is an effective method of 

communication as it is instant and you can also request an electronic confirmation 

that it has been ‘read’. [3] 

Case study 

1 The current organisational structure is hierarchical, with mainly centralised decision-

making. 

 The advantage of this may be that decisions may be made quickly; for instance, on a 

new product to sell or a new pricing strategy. This means the business can respond 

quickly to competition and maintain its competitive advantage. 

 It is very difficult to effectively control 40 (and potentially more) stores in this type of 

hierarchical structure, as the MD and four assistant directors will not have time to 

give each store the attention it needs. This could potentially lead to a breakdown of 

communication, if too much one-way electronic communication is the preferred 

method. This could lead to messages not getting through, resulting in inefficiency. [8] 

2 Delegation means to give authority to the shop managers in this context, but the 

director who delegates retains the responsibility. The shops are all in different areas 

and will face different target markets and competitive pressures. Delegation will 

enable the shop managers to make fast local decisions, such as local offers that may 

be different from area to area, and this may lead to an improved ability to maintain 

competitiveness. This may also lead to greater motivation. 
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 However, it seems that Kazim has derived his success from the consistency of 

centralised decision-making, and more localised decisions may threaten this. Kazim 

may also have selected his shop managers with the current structure in mind, and 

they may be relatively inexperienced and not able to take on the extra responsibility. 

This could lead to bad decisions being made and the company reputation being at 

stake. 

 Kazim should consider many factors when he decides whether to delegate decision-

making to individual managers. The location of the shop and the experience of the 

manager will be important. Perhaps the answer may be to appoint a senior manager 

for each geographical group of six to eight shops, thus adding a level to the 

hierarchy. Training will also be vital if delegation is to be successful, which will add to 

costs. Kazim will also need to change his management style, which may not be easy.

 [12] 

3 The takeover of QS will nearly double the number of shops for KS, as well as lead to 

locations in two cities, 500 kilometres apart. This will make the current highly 

centralised form of organisation difficult to extend to accommodate the new stores. 

There will also be challenges in the rebranding and retraining of the new shops into 

the KS culture. 

 One possibility may be to allocate two of the existing assistant directors to the new 

city to manage the transition. They will need more decision-making powers than they 

currently hold, as it will be impractical to refer all local issues back to the centre. This 

will be a form of geographical decentralisation, with two distinct areas for the 

company. 

 However, KS is expanding fast and this may be an opportunity to take an overview of 

the whole structure and add a new level of hierarchy in the form of area or regional 

managers, both in the existing locations and the new ones. A new level will make the 

structure taller, and may lead to some delay in decision-making, but will make it 

easier to take locally appropriate decisions. 

 The best structure will depend largely on Kazim and the extent to which he is willing 

to delegate, but evidence suggests that the takeover will not be successful if the 

existing structure is not changed, as it will be impossible for the current team to 

oversee the enlarged company. There may also be managers in the QS company 

who will be happy to join the area managers’ team, which will help to integrate the 

two businesses. [12] 

4 Barriers to communication are factors that prevent a message being accurately 

conveyed from the sender to the receiver. KS is already experiencing some barriers, 

such as the difficulty experienced by the management team in visiting to carry out 

face-to-face communication and the issue of ‘email overload’. 

 It is very possible that KS may experience differences in language between cities in 

its home country, and definitely if international expansion goes ahead. This may be 

between senior directors and shop employees, or between shop workers and 

customers. This may lead to messages being misunderstood or misinterpreted and 

wrong actions being taken; for instance, in the pricing of products or special offers. 

This could lead to lower sales and/or inefficiency. 

 Reliance on electronic communication may also lead to barriers, especially if internet 

connections are unreliable. Time-sensitive information (such as today’s offers), may 
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be delayed, leading to an inconsistent message between shops in different areas. KS 

may lose its reputation for excellent service and sales and profitability may fall. [8] 

5 Language barriers may be overcome by recognising local differences and making 

sure that essential notices (such as for health and safety) in shops are translated and 

displayed in multiple languages. Where an area has a significant number of 

customers who speak a different language, it will be important to ensure that there is 

an employee who speaks that same language. However, in a very multicultural area 

this may not be practical. 

 The essential infrastructure for electronic communication will be different in different 

locations. This will certainly mean that Kazim will need a back-up plan for regular 

messages, such as publishing weekly shop targets. This may take the form of a 

phone call or even a fax message. Email overload may be avoided by setting some 

rules or protocols to limit the flow of electronic communication, maybe using a type of 

intranet system. However, this still relies on people reading the information and also 

the internet infrastructure. 

 The best way for Kazim to ensure effective communication will be to ensure that 

shops accommodate as many different language speakers as possible and to always 

have a back-up plan in case electronic communication fails. [12] 

6 Kazim’s current success has been assisted by his personal involvement in the 

business and his mainly autocratic management style, including the one-way 

communication of targets and other information to shops. However, the business is 

growing and changes will need to be made to improve the effectiveness of the 

communication. 

 If Kazim manages to improve the effectiveness of communication by developing the 

organisational structure and breaking down the present barriers, it will ensure that 

messages are clearly received. This will help to develop the brand and the company 

reputation for excellent customer service and, potentially, lead to greater success and 

growth. 

 However, there are other important factors which will determine whether KS 

continues to be a successful business. Customers come to KS, mainly due to the 

products that are sold and the prices. They find out about these via marketing 

communications from KS. If KS continues to carry out research and stocks the 

products that customers want to buy, then their revenue and profit should continue to 

rise. However, if competition increases, this will be a significant external influence 

that KS will need to consider. 

 In conclusion, effective communication will be essential, both inside and outside the 

business to customers, but ultimately success will depend on KS stocking the 

products that customers want to buy and remaining competitive. [12] 

7.3 Leadership 

True/false questions 

1 False: Although these two are related, a manager often ‘gets things done through 

people’, in the day-to-day running of a business. A leader inspires and motivates their 

team to work towards and achieve the objectives of the business. [3] 
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2 True: Trait theory suggests that good leaders are ‘born, not made’ and charisma, 

with the ability to motivate and inspire, is one common characteristic. [3] 

3 False: All modern organisations operate in dynamic, changing business 

environments. Therefore, a leader who is not open to new ideas and processes will 

cause their business to fall behind the competition. For example, a leader in a retail 

organisation who is not open to a change to on-line selling. [3] 

4 True: A transformational leader will need to understand and inspire others. They 

work with teams to identify and carry out major changes needed in a business 

environment. Without EI, a leader would lack self-confidence and the trust of others. 

They would perform poorly in social situations and also may attempt projects beyond 

their abilities. Thus, without EI, a leader will be unable to carry others with them in 

order to make the needed changes. [3] 

5 False: This is controversial, as some autocratic leaders with no apparent emotional 

intelligence do inspire people, especially in an emergency or crisis situation. 

However, in the long term, a leader should have some empathy and self-awareness 

in order to be sensitive to employees’ needs and feelings and, therefore, be able to 

motivate them. [3] 

7.4 Human resource management strategy 

True/false questions 

1 False: A soft HRM treats employees as an essential business resource and aims to 

put their needs at the centre of strategies such as motivation and rewards. However, 

some employees, especially those who are low-skilled and maybe doing manual 

factory jobs, may respond better to a hard HRM approach, working towards set 

targets in order to attain monetary rewards (Taylor). [3] 

2 False: A Theory Y view of workers is essentially based on the belief that they are 

creative and enjoy work. Leaders who use a hard HRM approach often have a 

Theory X view of workers and believe that they are basically lazy and need to be 

closely supervised. [3] 

3 True: A flexible workforce is a HRM method of recruiting and organising contracts to 

meet the needs of the business. Thus, workers may be on part-time, full-time, zero-

hours, short-term and other flexible contracts. This should mean that the company 

has workers when they are needed and is not paying for workers when they are not, 

leading to lower total wage costs. [3] 

4 True: A transformational leader will need to understand and inspire others. They 

work with teams to identify and carry out major changes needed in a business 

environment. Without EI, a leader would lack self-confidence and the trust of others. 

They would perform poorly in social situations and also may attempt projects beyond 

their abilities. Therefore, without EI, a leader will be unable to carry others with them 

in order to make the needed changes. [3] 

5 False: MBO does mean everyone contributing to an organisation, in terms of working 

towards a corporate objective, but individuals and departments will be set objectives 

according to their functions – thus, not a common goal for all. [3] 

Now try this 
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Labour productivity = 
33 400

150
 = 223 bicycles per year 

Labour turnover = 
45

150
 × 100 = 30% per year 

Absenteeism = 
21

150
 = 14% daily average 

Think about factors such as the level of defects that need to be corrected, but also the 

nature of the workforce. Is work seasonal? If so, turnover may be higher. 

Case study 

1 Jo is described as a charismatic leader, which is one of the traits often found in the 

best leaders. This meant he could inspire employees who worked for him and 

motivate them to work towards the corporate objectives. This led to loyal employees, 

a reputation for being a good employer, as well as satisfied customers. 

 Jo spent a lot of time ‘out and about’ and accessible to staff. He was also accepting 

of (and rewarded) new ideas, which suggests that he had emotional intelligence and 

empathy with his employees. This also led to loyalty and would also mean customers 

received excellent care. [8] 

2 Jo Swift is the original leader of SA. He could be described as an inspirational or 

transformational leader. His style is democratic but also paternalistic. He followed a 

‘soft HR’ type approach. He valued his workers, believing them to be creative (theory 

Y) and of great value to the business. Jo’s style enabled him to build a ‘good place to 

work’ reputation, which helped towards the business success. 

 Maxine, however, came in with a ‘cost cutting’ agenda. She is more autocratic, and 

target driven, wanting her staff to be the same. She has a more theory X view of 

workers. Communication is mainly one way and ‘hard HR’ is the order of the day. 

This change in approach has led to lower motivation levels and higher staff turnover.

 [8] 

3 Maxine’s management style is certainly very different from Jo’s. She has a harder 

approach to HRM and an autocratic management style. She is also much less 

accessible and does not welcome employee involvement, or even listen to 

complaints. This may have led to SA losing its reputation as a good employer, as 

employees may not feel as valued. This could lead to fewer applicants for jobs. 

 However, Maxine has been given a cost-cutting brief by the board of directors and 

has, therefore, needed to review the contracts and benefits to staff, due to the more 

competitive business environment. This change, which has meant employing new 

staff on much less beneficial terms and conditions, may also lead to fewer applicants, 

especially in the case of seasonal and zero-hours staff who have no security of 

employment. 

 There is also increasing competition, which also means competition in recruiting staff, 

so SA may lose out to other airlines that are offering more secure contracts and 

possibly better pay. 

 Therefore, Maxine’s management style may not be the main reason for the problems 

in recruiting new employees, but it has certainly led to higher staff turnover and the 

need to replace more employees. The main difficulties are most likely to be the terms 

and conditions that are being offered by SA. [12] 
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4 Maxine faces many challenges at SA, but financial methods are not the only way to 

improve morale. She needs to make the effort to get ‘out and about’, rather than 

remaining in her office, and get to know her employees. She is trying to make 

changes at SA and needs to carry the employees with her. The case study suggests 

that SA employees are in the trade union and have a staff representative, so Maxine 

needs to seek out that person and find out the main reasons behind the low morale at 

present. The new contracts may be part of this, but new employees will have 

accepted these terms when they joined, which implies that they were acceptable to 

them at that time. 

 Maxine can also make some changes to the ways in which information is 

communicated, so that important information is given priority and routine information 

is collected together, perhaps in a weekly bulletin. Maxine can lower staff turnover by 

rewarding loyalty, not by financial means but by other benefits, such as free flights for 

employees, which will also give them the chance to sample the product. 

 However, Maxine may have to accept that when changes of this type are made to 

contracts, there will be discontent in the short term. She needs to work towards 

building a workforce that is flexible and accepting of the new terms and conditions, as 

costs need to be kept low. Most competitors will be in a similar position with the 

increasing competition in the industry. [12] 

5 Jo believed in soft HRM and valued his employees as an important part of the 

business. This meant that he looked after them and offered favourable terms, 

conditions and benefits. 

 Maxine had to take a more hard HRM approach, as she was tasked with cost-cutting, 

and this meant making changes to contracts and a management style that is more 

autocratic. Target setting is also an indication of a hard HRM approach. [8] 

6 Maxine needed to cut costs and human labour is a major cost for an airline, in the 

form of pilots, cabin crew, ground staff and office staff. This was probably the easiest 

area to target for cost-cutting, as the airline needs to maintain and improve its capital 

stock, such as planes, in order to remain competitive. The flexible contracts were 

only given to new employees, who must have been happy to accept them when they 

joined. Also, some flexible employees, such as those on zero-hours contracts, value 

the flexibility as they are able to fit work in around other commitments. 

 However, it is clear that the flexible contracts are causing unrest and increasing 

absenteeism and staff turnover, which leads to increased costs, especially 

recruitment costs. Also, there is starting to be a shortage of trained personnel, such 

as pilots, as competition is growing. This could lead to SA being unable to recruit 

enough employees as the airline tries to expand. 

 In conclusion, Maxine needs to keep a close watch on the labour market and ensure 

that SA has enough permanent employees who are at the centre of the business and 

oversee its functioning. She should then recruit the flexible workforce on a range of 

contracts, that may vary according to labour market conditions. If supply of pilots, for 

example, becomes a problem then SA will need to offer better pay and conditions. 

 Therefore, whether flexible contracts are the right decision may depend on the needs 

of the company and the labour market conditions. [12] 
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7 The staff turnover rate has increased from 9 per cent to 20 per cent per year and 

many employees resent the high level of one-way communication that arrives via the 

company’s intranet system. Motivation levels among the flexible workforce are also 

falling and some of these employees resent others whose conditions of employment 

are more secure. The SA workplace representative has been approached by many 

employees who are unhappy, and he, in turn has communicated this to the HR 

manager, as Maxine refused his request for a meeting. The level of employee 

absenteeism is also rising, and this can lead to flight delays while new crew members 

are called in. Also, there is some concern that there is a labour market shortage of 

trained pilots and cabin crew, due to many more low-cost airlines starting up. The 

recent recruitment campaign attracted very few high-quality applicants and Maxine’s 

HR director has asked for a meeting with her to discuss the problems. 

 In the short term, Maxine may be able to solve some of the problems, but not all. She 

is committed to cost-cutting, so the flexible contracts will not be able to be changed. 

However, these will need to be kept under review if the labour market shortage 

worsens. 

 Maxine can set up a dialogue with the workplace representative and talk about the 

problems on a regular basis. It may well be that SA can introduce some measures as 

a company that will encourage more loyalty, such as fringe benefits that do not add to 

costs. If staff are able to fill empty seats on flights as a free-travel benefit, then this 

could be one option. This can also attract more job applicants. 

 Absenteeism may need to be dealt with via a hard HRM approach, with regular 

absentees asked to provide medical certificates as proof of illness or else they will 

risk deduction of pay. This may be unpopular, but it will make employees think twice 

about taking time off if they are actually well. 

 The main thing that Maxine can do is to make herself more accessible to employees, 

which will cost nothing and also cut down on the one-way communication. She can 

ask for and reward practical suggestions from employees on matters, such as staff 

uniform. This will make employees feel more involved in the business and lower rates 

of staff turnover. 

 In the long term, Maxine needs to aim to build a loyal, flexible workforce, in order for 

the company to remain competitive and retain its staff. [12] 

 

8 Marketing 

8.1 Marketing analysis 

True/false questions 

1 True: A company’s past sales data will certainly form part of market analysis, but far 

more information will need to be looked at. This might include the performance of 

competitors, current/new trends in consumer demand and external factors. [3] 

2 True: An inferior good has a negative income elasticity of demand, as demand falls 

when consumer incomes increase, and demand rises in recession conditions when 

consumer incomes fall. 
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 Income elasticity of demand = 
percentage change in quantity demanded

percentage change in income
 [3] 

3 False: If promotional elasticity of demand is less than 1, it means that a percentage 

increase in spending on promotion has led to a lower percentage increase in quantity 

demanded. However, this does not mean that increasing spending on advertising will 

not increase sales. It may mean that a different advertising approach may be needed, 

or more accurate targeting. 

 Promotional elasticity of demand = 
percentage change in quantity demanded

percentage change in promotional expenditure
 [3] 

4 False: Although new product development is important, especially in markets such 

as new technology, there is no guarantee that, for instance, a new computer game 

will guarantee increased sales. It may if the platform is successful and widely owned 

but, equally, the competition may bring out a new, more challenging game to tempt 

consumers away. [3] 

5 False: Negative correlation would mean that as summer temperatures rise, sales of 

ice cream will fall. However, the opposite is usually true, so this is more likely to be 

positive correlation. [3] 

6 False: A growing market will also mean a dynamic one, with customer needs and 

wants changing all the time, as well as new competitors entering. It will be essential 

to develop new products to maintain and increase market share. [3] 

7 False: Although a patent will protect an innovative design for a number of years, it 

will not prevent similar products being developed by competitors. They could even 

‘feed on’ the patented idea and come up with something better. [3] 

8.2 Marketing strategy 

True/false questions 

1 False: The marketing mix is part of a marketing strategy, but there are many other 

aspects involved, so it is not all about the 4Ps. A marketing strategy is also about the 

use of the marketing budget and the tactics used to achieve marketing objectives. [3] 

2 True: A business’ corporate objectives will translate into linked objectives for the 

different functions, so the marketing objective will reflect the corporate objectives. If 

the corporate objective is focused on growth, then a marketing objective may be to 

increase market share. [3] 

3 False: A tariff is a form of trade protection, imposed by the government of a country 

on imported products. This will make imports more expensive and protect domestic 

industries. It will, therefore, discourage imports. [3] 

4 False: Big companies do benefit from globalisation as it increases the total market 

available, but this may also be true for small companies, especially those selling a 

unique product. The ability to promote and sell products worldwide via the internet 

has led to major opportunities; for example, for web-based influencers who are small 

entrepreneurs. [3] 

5 False: Artificial intelligence in marketing has enabled companies to gather and use 

large amounts of data about their customers for use in customer-relationship 

marketing. However, customers may also benefit, as they receive communications 
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from companies that are based on their specific preferences and data gathered, 

rather than huge amounts of mass marketing. [3] 

Case study 

Elasticity Price elasticity of demand Income elasticity of demand Promotional elasticity of demand 

Formula % change in quantity demanded

% change in price
 

% change in quantity demanded

% change in income
 

% change in quantity demanded

% change in promotional expenditure
 

Current pizza 

range 
–2.5 –0.7 0.6 

Proposed new 

healthy living 

menu 

–1.2 +1.5 1.8 

 

1 The price elasticity of demand for the current pizza range is –2.5 and for the 

proposed new menu it is –1.2. Both have elastic demand, as would be expected in 

the competitive market for fast food. However, demand for the new menu is 

suggested to be less sensitive to price changes. This still means that a reduction in 

price will increase revenue, but to a lesser extent for the new menu. If the new menu 

prices are set slightly higher, demand will not fall off as much as the current menu. 

 The income elasticity of demand for the current menu is –0.7, which suggests that 

consumers view this as an inferior good and will move away from it as incomes 

increase. However, the new menu is +1.5, which means that as incomes rise, so will 

demand. 

 The promotional elasticity of demand for the current menu is +0.6, which means that 

if spending on promotion is increased, demand will increase to a lesser extent. 

However, for the new menu it is +1.8, which suggests that promotional spending will 

boost sales by a greater percentage. [8] 

2 Gio forecasts sales using extrapolation, past data and the moving-average method. 

All these methods use past sales data to some degree. Extrapolation follows an 

upwards or downwards trend in data, and the moving average attempts to flatten out 

extreme fluctuation. These methods are appropriate for the sales of the current pizza 

menu, because Gio can track market changes and this will probably be an accurate 

predictor of future sales if conditions do not change. 

 However, fast food is an extremely dynamic market and Gio is proposing to introduce 

a new menu. It will not be easy to forecast sales of this new menu, but Gio can rely 

on his market research and also introduce the menu into one ‘pilot’ restaurant. Gio 

can also examine trends towards vegan and vegetarian diets. There may also be 

some secondary market research data that is available to buy from a specialist 

company about consumers’ attitudes to fast food. 

 In conclusion, Gio may use his current methods as a base, but must introduce some 

new sales forecasting methods that do not rely purely on past sales data for the new 

menu. [12] 

3 The price elasticity of demand (see answer to question 1) suggests that the current 

pizza menu should be priced very competitively, but there is an opportunity to 

introduce the new menu at a more premium price, aimed at consumers who may be 

interested in a healthy alternative. 
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 As incomes in the city are rising, the income elasticity of demand (see answer to 

question 1) definitely indicates an opportunity to market the new menu to consumers 

on higher incomes, while maintaining the current menu for those on lower incomes or 

perhaps towards families. 

 The promotional elasticity of demand (see answer to question 1) suggests that 

promotional spending will boost sales for the new menu. 

 All of these factors seem favourable towards the new menu, but its success will 

depend on many other factors, such as the behaviour of competitors and also 

consumers’ perception of the brand. If Gio’s image is associated with low prices, then 

it might take some time to convince higher-income customers to visit restaurants and 

try the new products. [12] 

4 Gio will need to set a marketing budget for the launch of the new menu, as well as 

clear marketing objectives. These objectives must be communicated to all employees 

to make sure everyone is working towards the same goals. 

 A highly publicised launch at one restaurant will let consumers know about the new 

menu, and this can be followed by a its introduction in the other locations. 

 Most of the marketing can be carried out on the website and through social media, 

but Gio must make sure that he reaches those customers without internet access, so 

a limited distribution of leaflets will be suitable. Special launch offers can attract 

consumers to try the new menu at a reduced price. 

 Gio should invite local food critics to come and try the menu, in the hope of good 

reviews. He can also ask early customers to post online reviews, assuming they 

enjoy the food. 

 The success of any of these methods will depend on whether Gio’s new product 

meets the expectations of customers and the extent to which competitors react. In 

any case, Gio should have a first-mover advantage in the market. [12] 

5 The co-ordinated marketing strategy in question 4 (above) may lead to the success of 

the new menu if it reaches the right target customers and encourages them to try the 

new option. However, this new customer group may not be familiar with Gio’s brand, 

so they will need to be clearly targeted, perhaps by appropriate social media and 

websites. 

 The strategy may not lead to success if it doesn’t complement Gio’s existing brand 

image. He will need to ensure that the new menu has a brand image of its own which 

emphasises the healthy living aspect of the product. 

 To conclude, the success will depend on all the factors above and also in question 4. 

However, if a big multinational competitor comes out with a similar offer at the same 

time, then the higher profile of their brand image may work against Gio’s plans. [12] 

6 Gio currently makes good use of IT, in the form of the mobile phone app, website and 

social media. He also carries out customer-relationship marketing (CRM) by keeping 

in touch with his customers and letting them know about menu changes and offers. 

Additionally, he seems to have been quite proactive in this field, especially with the 

mobile phone app. 

 However, technology is changing very fast and the fast-food and restaurant sector is 

very much at the forefront. Gio will need to ensure that he keeps pace with 
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developments: for instance, in the ordering and delivery of food. Some companies 

are even now talking about contact-free delivery in cities using robots. 

 The use of customer data will also be very important. If Gio builds up his customer 

profiles using data algorithms, he will be able to improve his CRM and make 

personalised communications with customers, improving customer loyalty and sales. 

 Use of technology (IT and AI) will likely be crucial for Gio, because if he does not 

keep up then he will be overtaken by (probably larger) competitors. [12] 

7 A pan-global marketing strategy means selling the same product to your entire target 

market throughout the world, using similar slogans, promotions and branding. 

 This type of strategy ensures consistency of the brand and message. Customers 

know exactly what to expect, regardless of where they purchase the product. 

 For Gio, this would mean starting pizza restaurants in other countries that sell the 

exact same products and menu as he does in his home country, ensuring a 

consistent brand and promotional message. 

 However, tastes in food vary widely around the world. Ingredients such as beef or 

pork are acceptable and popular in some countries but unacceptable in others for 

cultural and religious reasons. Consumers tastes also vary: for instance, in the level 

of seasoning and spice. Many fast-food companies, including the big multinationals, 

change their offering slightly to appeal to local tastes and customs. 

 It is therefore unlikely that a pan-global strategy would be the best one to use, but 

Gio needs to maintain his signature products and just make some minor changes, 

according to location. This is sometimes known as ‘glocalisation’. [12] 

 

9 Operations management 

9.1 Location and scale 

True/false questions 

1 True: Trade barriers are protectionism, where a country or trading area, such as the 

EU, uses tariffs or quotas to limit imports; for instance, of cars from countries outside 

the area. However, if a car manufacturer, such as Nissan, sets up a factory in an EU 

country, the cars produced can be freely sold throughout the EU without barriers. [3] 

2 False: Offshoring is when a company moves production overseas, usually to save 

costs. Reshoring is when a company moves the function back to the home country.

 [3] 

3 True: Globalisation is ‘the ability to produce anywhere, sell anywhere and place 

profits anywhere’. This will lead to companies taking a wider view on choices; for 

instance, where to manufacture components or products. Thus, more companies are 

likely to build factories in developing countries where factors of production, such as 

land and labour, are cheaper. [3] 

4 True: Yes, increasing scale means growing bigger, so increased production capacity.

 [3] 
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5 False: When the growth of an industry leads to a lack of skilled labour in the area, 

this will lead to increased costs due to a factor outside the industry, so an external 

diseconomy of scale. [3] 

 

 

9.2 Quality management 

True/false questions 

1 False: Quality means meeting consumer expectations, or fitness for purpose, not 

necessarily a high price. [3] 

2 False: Quality assurance involves checking/monitoring by production workers at 

each stage of the production process, and the concept of employees being internal 

customers of those at the previous stage. This is different from quality control, which 

means checking at the end of the process. [3] 

3 True: TQM means making every single employee responsible for quality, including 

shop-floor workers, cleaners and other employees. If everyone plays their part, 

quality inspectors will no longer be needed. [3] 

4 False: An internal customer is a person at the next stage of the production process 

who you pass the product on to, making sure that your stage is completed to the 

appropriate quality standard. [3] 

5 True: Benchmarking means comparing a process in your company with the same 

process in another company that has a reputation for expertise in this area. For 

instance, a company may compare its ability to achieve fast delivery with a company 

such as Amazon. [3] 

 

9.3 Operations strategy 

True/false questions 

1 False: The use of AI may include the use of robots in many functions, not just 

production. However, there are many other applications of AI, such as the use of data 

gathering and algorithms in functions such as marketing. [3] 

2 True: Flexibility in operations means the ability of factors of production, such as 

capital and labour, to be mobile or adapt to different uses. The best example is multi-

skilled labour. If people are able to do more than one job, can cover for each other 

and move between functions, there will be no production hold-ups due to labour 

shortages. This should lead to lower unit costs and greater efficiency. [3] 

3 True: Improving waste management, such as using recycling, will lead to less 

degradation of resources and greater future sustainability. [3] 

4 False: In a network diagram, critical tasks are those that cannot be delayed without 

delaying the whole project, so they have zero float times. [3] 

5 True: Lean-production techniques are those that aim to cut down waste, such as 

kaizen, just in time, TQM and simultaneous engineering. It is probable that the 
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introduction of these, which require employee involvement, will require training. This 

is because it is essentially a change in production methods/culture to one that 

requires a finer focus on ‘getting it right first time’. [3] 

Case study 

1 Quality control, in this case, involves scooters being checked at the end of the 

production process. This involves the employment of a quality control manager and 

team to carry out the process, which adds to the staffing costs at GS and potentially 

lowers the profit margin. 

 At present, there are 10 per cent defective scooters that are rejected. This is 

extremely high and all these will have to be corrected, leading to a waste of time and 

raw materials as scooters are repaired or rebuilt. This will create waste and add to 

costs, reducing company profits. [8] 

2 TQM is an approach that makes quality the responsibility of everyone in the 

company, including the concept of internal customers as items move through the 

production process, but also including all other employees. 

 TQM would spot any defects much earlier in the process and also save the cost of 

employing quality controllers. The aim would be ‘getting it right first time’ and zero 

defects, which would cut down on the waste involved in correcting defective scooters. 

In the long run, this should lead to lower unit costs and increased profit. Consistent, 

excellent quality would also enhance the GS brand image. 

 However, TQM would involve a change in business culture and put more 

responsibility on employees who, the case study suggests, may resist the change. 

There would be short-term costs of training and retrenchment of those who are 

unwilling or unable to adapt to the changes in their jobs. 

 Jodie should embark on the introduction of TQM only after all employees have 

agreed with the changes, and also ensure that the appropriate training is in place. 

Successful implementation of TQM will be of great benefit to GS in the long term. [12] 

3 Expansion of the current factory would keep production on the existing site and 

enable the use of current facilities and expertise. It will take 12 weeks’ less time, 

according to the estimates in the network diagram, and it will be easy for the existing 

management to oversee the installation of the new production line. This should lead 

to a smooth introduction of the new production facility and GS should be able to meet 

orders quickly, satisfying customers. 

 However, there is some political instability in the eastern European country and this 

would make GS completely reliant on the single production location. The initial costs 

are also $0.5 million higher than building the new factory in Asia, as well as a 

shortage of skilled labour locally. This could lead to an increase in costs. 

 The new factory in Asia seems to be a higher risk, due to the distances involved. 

However, the initial cost is lower as well as lower costs of land and labour. Closeness 

to parts manufacturers and availability of appropriate skilled labour is also 

encouraging. If the factory is close to new, growing markets in Asia, this can also 

lead to increased sales and would avoid import tariffs that may exist into the country. 

There may also be more opportunities for future expansion of the site, as the 

commuter scooter is targeting a growing market. 
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 However, GS may be concerned about difficulties in communication between Europe 

and Asia due to cultural and language difficulties. Quality is also important – how 

easy will it be to implement TQM? Will any of the existing management be willing to 

move to oversee the project? 

 In conclusion, the factory in Asia seems to be a better opportunity, as long as GS are 

able to overcome communication difficulties. This should be easy using electronic 

means, such as video-conferencing. However, the decision may depend on Jodie’s 

attitude to risk and the likelihood of political disruption in the current GS location. [12] 

4 Benchmarking, in this case, involved Jodie visiting the car manufacturer to compare 

GS operations functions against this company, which had great success in reducing 

waste using the ERP system to control resources. 

 One benefit to Jodie will be that she can observe the ERP system in action and talk 

to experts. The will enable her to fully evaluate whether the system will be 

appropriate for GS, and avoid her wasting time and money trying to introduce an 

inappropriate system to the company. 

 Assuming the ERP system is suitable for use at GS, Jodie can use the advice, such 

as on the importance of training, to introduce the system smoothly and manage 

resources effectively. This will, in turn, offer opportunities for JIT production and 

greater efficiency. [8] 

5 Lean-production techniques include JIT, kaizen, cell production, flexible 

specialisation and simultaneous engineering. The aim is to produce to the best 

quality with minimum waste. 

 Jodie may start by introducing kaizen groups and involve employees in the proposed 

changes. Once they accept that continuous improvement may be helped by the 

introduction of lean-production techniques, the groups may suggest ideas for 

implementation. However, the case study suggests that some employees may resist 

changes and not want to join such groups. 

 Jodie’s investigation of the ERP software may also help to control resources, such as 

inventory and labour, and make it easier to introduce JIT-inventory management. 

Assuming training is provided, this will help in the introduction of lean-production 

techniques and decrease costs in the long run. 

 Flexible specialisation may be one aspect that will be eminently suitable for the GS 

scooters, as this will enable consumers to make choices when they order their 

scooter, in terms of colours and features. This should be easy to introduce in 

principle and it will also add to brand image and sales. It may also make production 

jobs more interesting. 

 Successful introduction of lean-production techniques will depend on Jodie’s ability to 

involve employees and get them to commit to the ideas. It will also take time and 

money, in terms of training costs, but will be worthwhile in the long run. [12] 

6 Improving the effectiveness of operations, in this case, may include introducing some 

or all of TQM, JIT and ERP. The aim of this will be to increase quality and 

productivity, while cutting down on waste. If introduced successfully, this will lead to 

GS lowering unit costs, increasing profit and gaining a reputation for excellent quality. 
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 However, future success of GS will depend on many other factors. The market is 

growing at present and GS is the market leader in electric scooters. GS also has a 

new product in the pipeline, which promises to be very successful. 

 A growing market will always attract new entrants. If a major competitor with an 

existing strong brand enters the market then this could present a major challenge to 

GS and lead to the company having to compete on both price and quality. 

 If governments worldwide introduce more regulations, limiting the use of scooters on 

roads or in cities, this could have an impact on the market, leading to lower sales. 

This could especially affect the new ‘commuter scooter’ product, as these will 

primarily be used in big cities. 

 Therefore, effectiveness in operations will be important in maintaining and improving 

the GS brand, but market developments may be more important in determining the 

long-term success of GS. [12] 

 

10 Finance and accounting 

10.1 Financial statements 

Table exercise 

Term Definition Formula 

Statement of profit 

or loss (income 

statement) 

This is the same document and 

includes sales, cost of sales, gross 

profit, operating profit and profit for 

the year 

 

Profit Sales revenue greater than total 

costs 

 

Loss Sales revenue less than total costs  

Gross profit Sales revenue minus cost of sales sales revenue – cost of 

sales 

Profit from 

operations 

(operating profit) 

Gross profit minus overheads gross profit – overheads 

Profit for the year Operating profit minus finance costs operating profit – finance 

costs 

Dividends 

(distributed profit) 

Amount of profit paid to shareholders 

as dividends 

distributed profit

number of shares
 

= dividend per share 

Retained earnings 

(retained profit) 

Profit kept in reserves for future use profit for the year – 

distributed profit (dividend) = 

retained profit 

Statement of 

financial position 

Document stating the value of a 

business, assets and liabilities, 

current and non-current and value of 

shareholders’ equity 

 

Assets Items owned by a business  
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Revenue Money coming in from sales number sold x price 

Non-current assets Items owned by a business that will 

be kept for more than 12 months 

 

Current assets Items owned by a business that will 

be used within 12 months 

 

Capital Finance that is used within a 

business, including start-up capital 

and working capital 

 

Liabilities Amounts owed by a business  

Non-current 

liabilities 

Amounts borrowed as long-term 

loans 

 

Current liabilities Amounts owed that must be paid 

within 12 months 

 

Net current assets Another phrase meaning ‘working 

capital’ 

current assets – current 

liabilities 

Cost of sales Cost of raw materials, components 

or bought-in products (variable 

costs) 

 

Expenses Overheads or fixed costs, such as 

rent, utilities, marketing. 

 

Net assets The amount by which the items that 

a business owns are greater in value 

than the amounts owed 

total assets – total liabilities 

Equity The total value of shares in a 

business 

 

Liquidity The extent to which a business can 

pay short-term debts 

 

Reserves Accumulated retained profit  

Depreciation The amount by which a fixed asset 

decreases in value over time 

 

Straight-line method 

of depreciation 

One method of calculating 

depreciation that reduces value by a 

regular amount 

original value – residual value

years of life
 

Inventory Stock or value of stock  

Net realisable value 

method 

(Used only where NRV is estimated 

to be below historical cost.) 

The amount an asset can be sold for 

minus cost of selling it 

amount an asset can be 

sold for – cost of selling 

Taxation Tax on profits (corporation tax)  
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Case study 

1  

 $’000 (estimated) $’000 (amended) 

Revenue 

(220 000 units @ $5) 

1 100 990 

Cost of sales 

(@ $2 per unit) 

440 462 

Gross profit 660 528 

Overhead expenses 200 190 

Operating profit 460 338 

Finance costs (interest) 30 21 

Profit before tax 430 317 

Corporation tax @ 20% 86 63.40 

Profit for the year 344 253.60 

Dividends paid 150 150 

Retained earnings 194 103.60 
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2  

ASSETS $’000 

(estimated) 

$’000 $’000 

(amended) 

$’000 

Non-current assets 

Property 3 000  3 400  

Equipment 400  400  

 3 400  3 800  

Current assets 

Inventories 200  170  

Accounts receivable 55  55  

Cash 60  60  

 315  285  

TOTAL ASSETS  3 715  4 085 

EQUITY and LIABILITIES 

Current liabilities     

Accounts payable 300  300  

Overdraft 60  72  

 360  372  

Non-current liabilities 

Long-term loans 700  900  

 700  900  

TOTAL LIABILITIES 1 060  1 272  

Shareholders’ equity     

Share capital 2 000  2 200  

Retained earnings 655  241  

 2 655  2 441  

TOTAL EQUITY and 

LIABILITIES 

 3 715  4 085 
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3 a Depreciation = 
original value – residual value

years of life
  

 = 
$120 000 – $10 000

5
 = 

$110 000

5
 = $22 000 per year [3] 

 b The $22 000 per year would appear as an expense on the statement of profit 

and loss. 

 The value of non-current assets would be decreased by $22 000 for each of 

the five years of the machine’s life. [3] 

4 NRV = amount the inventory can be sold for – cost of selling 

 (Only used where NRV is estimated to be below historical cost.) 

 In this case: 

 NRV = $20 000 (amount the inventory may be sold for) – $2,000 (cost of selling it) 

 = $18,000          [4] 

10.2 Analysis of published accounts 

Table exercise 

Ratio Formula and units 

(Remember that units vary. Some are 

% but others are number of times, 

decimals, days, etc.) 

What the ratio tells us 

about a business (e.g. 

likely recommended 

value) 

Liquidity ratios 

Current ratio current assets

current liabilities
 

(answer expressed as a ratio, X:Y) 

How many $ of assets are 

available to pay each $ of 

liabilities 

Acid test ratio current assets –  stock

current liabilities
 

As above, but taking stock 

away from current assets 

figure 

Profitability ratios 

Gross profit 

margin 

gross profit

sales revenue
 × 100 

The number of cents of 

each dollar of sales 

revenue that end up as 

gross profit 

Profit margin profit for the year

sales revenue
 × 100 

The number of cents of 

each dollar of sales 

revenue that end up as 

profit for the year 

Capital employed total equity + non-current liabilities Total value of all long-term 

finance invested in the 

business 
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Return on capital 

employed 

operating profit

capital employed
 × 100 

% return on investment in 

the business 

Financial efficiency ratios 

Inventory 

turnover ratio 

cost of goods sold

value of inventory (or average inventory)
 

(over a period of time, usually a year) 

Number of times the 

inventory of stock is turned 

over or sold over the year 

Trade payables 

turnover (days) 

trade payables

credit purchases 
 × 365 

How long, on average, it 

takes a business to pay 

bills to companies from 

whom it has bought goods 

on credit 

Trade receivables 

turnover (days) 

trade receivables

credit sales
 × 365 

How long, on average, it 

takes a business to recover 

the revenue from 

customers who have 

bought goods on credit 

Gearing 

Gearing ratio non−current liabilities

capital employed
 × 100 

% of the business that is 

financed by long-term loans 

Shareholders’ ratios 

Dividend per 

share 

total dividends paid

number of ordinary shares
 

Return on each share 

owned 

Dividend yield dividend per share

current share price
 × 100 

Return on each share as a 

% of the current share price 

Dividend cover 

ratio 

profit for the year

annual dividends
 

Number of times the 

ordinary share dividend 

could be paid out of profit 

for the year 

Price/earnings 

ratio 

current share price

earnings per share
 

Shows confidence of 

investors; a high P/E ratio 

indicates high stock market 

confidence due to high 

share price 

Window dressing 

(explanation of 

this term) 

Manipulating accounting statement figures to give a more favourable 

representation (e.g. overstating profit or asset values) or less 

favourable representation (e.g. understating profit or asset values) 

that could mislead potential investors, lenders or tax authorities 
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Short answer questions 

1 a 
660

1100
 × 100 = 60%        [2] 

 b 
460

1100
 × 100 = 41.81%        [2] 

 c 
460

3355
 × 100 = 13.71%        [2] 

2 XY Traders could look at possible ways to increase the price of its products by 

increasing added value; for instance, by using a ‘fair trade’ USP. This would increase 

revenue, as long as sales remain the same. Assuming costs don’t change, this would 

increase all profit margins. 

 XY Traders could look for ways to cut overhead costs, such as the fixed costs of the 

food-processing factory, by renting out unused space. This would decrease 

overheads, increasing the operating profit margin. [8] 

3 a 
3115

360
 = 0.86  Ratio is 1:0.86      [2] 

 b 
115

360
 = 0.32  Ratio is 1:0.32      [2] 

4 Improving liquidity can be achieved by increasing current assets and/or decreasing 

current liabilities. 

 If XY Traders takes a long-term loan and pays off its current liabilities, this will 

improve both current and acid test ratios. 

 The remainder of any loan could also be lodged in the bank, which would increase 

current assets. 

 Selling off stock would also improve the acid test ratio, as this would be converted 

into cash. [8] 

5 
cost of goods sold

average value of inventory
 = 

440 000

200 000
 = 2.2 times per year     [2] 

6 a Gearing = 
non−current liabilities

capital employed 
 × 100 

  Gearing = 
700

3355 
 × 100 = 20.86%      [2] 

 b Gearing = 
900

3341 
 × 100 = 26.93%      [2] 

7 a 
total dividends paid

number of ordinary shares
 = 

150 000

40 000 
 = $3.75 per share    [2] 

 b 
profit for the year

annual dividends
 = 

344 000

150 000 
 = 2.29 times      [2] 

 c 
current share price

earnings per share
 = 

$4

$3.75 
 = 1.06       [2] 

8 XY Traders is a highly profitable company, with a GPM of 60 per cent and an OPM of 

41.81 per cent. The ROCE is also encouraging at 13.71 per cent. These figures 

suggest that costs are well controlled and XY would be a good investment. 

 However, in terms of liquidity, the current and acid test ratios suggest that current 

assets are insufficient to cover current liabilities, especially if the high inventory figure 
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is disregarded. This may suggest that XY would have difficulty in paying short-term 

debts, should this be suddenly required. 

 The investor ratios are encouraging, as each $4 share received a return of $3.75 and 

the company is well able to afford the dividends paid. 

 I would recommend XY as a good investment, but any investor would need to make 

comparisons of these ratios with alternative companies, as a single year does not 

provide enough information. It is also possible that the accounts have been window 

dressed; for instance, maybe the stock is out of date or perished? [12] 

10.3 Investment appraisal 

Table exercise 

Investment 
appraisal 
method 

Description/what it shows How to calculate, including 
any relevant formula 

Payback This shows how many years 
and months it will take to 
recover the original 
investment, given the forecast 
net cash flows (NCF). 

(1) Work out the cumulative 
NCFs until the amount 
outstanding is less than the 
NCF for that year. 

(2) Then take amount 
outstanding or NCF for the 
year × 12 to get the 
number of months in the 
last year of payback. 

(Be careful not to include Year 0 
when you add up the years.) 

Accounting rate 
of return (ARR) 

The ARR calculates the yearly 
return using the forecast NCF. 

(1) Add up the forecast NCF. 
(2) Take off the cost of the 

investment in Year 0. 
(3) Divide by the number of 

years. 
(4) Work out as a % of the 

original investment to get 
ARR. 

Net present value 
(NPV) 

NPV discounts forecast NCF 
by a given set of discount 
factors, which take into 
account the future value of 
money. A negative NPV 
usually indicates that the 
investment is not worthwhile. 

(1) Multiply the NCF by the 
discount factors given for 
each year. 
(The discount factor for the 
Year 0 will be 0.) 

(2) Add up the discounted 
NCF figures and then take 
off the original investment 
from Year 0. This will give 
you the NPV. 
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Short answer questions 

1  

 Option 1 Option 2 

Payback 
period 

3 years and 2.4 months 4 years and 1.5 months 

Accounting 
rate of return 
(ARR) 

(all in $’000s) 

2500 – 1500 = 1000 
1000

5
 = 200 

200

1500
 × 100 = 13.33% 

(all in $’000s) 

2700 – 2000 = 700 
700

5
 = 140 

140

2000
 × 100 = 7% 

Net present 
value (NPV) 

(all in $’000s) 

364 + 415 + 375 + 340 + 372 = 

1866 

1866 – 1500 = 366 

NPV = $366 000 

(all in $’000s) 

273 + 332+ 375 + 476 + 496 = 

1952 

1952 – 2000 = –48 

NPV = –$48 000 (negative) 

Possible 
qualitative 
factors for 
consideration 

1 Cultural/language differences 

2 Relocation of labour 

1 Redundancies 

2 Need for training, different skills 

 

2 Option 1 (expansion into a neighbouring country) pays back the investment nearly 

one year faster than option 2 (existing factory automation). The ARR is also nearly 

double in percentage terms and the NPV is positive, whereas the NPV for option 2 is 

negative. All the quantitative factors suggest that option 1 will be the better option. 

 Expansion into a neighbouring country will present its own problems. There may be 

cultural and language differences that will cause communication problems, leading to 

inefficiency. There may also be increased transport costs, if products need to move 

between the two factory sites. There also may be the need to recruit and train local 

labour, and managers at the existing location may not be willing to move to help set 

up the new factory. 

 Automation at the existing factory will change the way the business operates. There 

will be the need for different skills and also less labour. Training and redundancy 

payments will add to costs. 

 Option 1 looks better, certainly in the short term, but the decision may depend on the 

distance between the two locations and the ease of communication, possibly by 

electronic means if connections are reliable. The political and economic stability of 

the new country will also need to be considered. If there is any doubt as to the long-

term viability of a factory in the neighbouring country, then option 2 would be a safer 

choice, despite the negative quantitative factors. In any case, if the automation is 

carried out using the most up-to-date technology, the equipment should last well 

beyond the five-year timescale used. [12] 
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10.4 Finance and accounting strategy 

Short answer questions 

1 The gearing ratio tells us the percentage of the company’s capital employed that is 

financed by long-term loans. The higher the gearing percentage, the more difficult 

and inadvisable it may be to borrow additional finance from a bank, due to the 

commitment to repayments with interest. A company is said to be highly geared if 

gearing is over 50 per cent. XY Traders’ gearing ratios before and after the proposed 

new investment are relatively low, so borrowing should be possible and a good 

option. 

 The operating profit margin of 42 per cent would be encouraging to a lender, as it 

shows a good level of profit as a percentage of sales revenue. This suggests that the 

company will easily be able to cope with further loan repayments. [8] 

2  

Stakeholder group Interest and analysis of how the annual report 

information might be used 

Shareholders To compare the dividends they have or will receive with 

the level of company profit, to decide whether the return 

has been fair and whether to keep their investment in the 

company 

Suppliers To assess the long-term viability of the company and its 

ability to pay short-term debts; perhaps to make 

decisions on whether to continue to offer credit 

Government and tax 

authority 

To examine the accounts and check that the correct 

amount of corporation tax has been paid 

Competitors To consider the financial information and make 

comparisons with their own, as part of a benchmarking 

exercise 

 

3 One year of figures from financial accounts does not tell stakeholders much on their 

own; it is very important to compare them with previous years and other companies. 

 Comparison with other similar companies, as part of a benchmarking exercise, will 

enable a comparison of performance, liquidity and financial efficiency. For example, if 

XY finds a company that is considered to be very successful in food processing and 

packaging, XY can compare inventory turnover to see how this compares with XY 

and try to improve. 

 However, all companies are financed differently, so ratios such as investor ratios may 

not be so useful in this exercise. [12] 

4 The case tells us that the chosen project will be financed by bank borrowing, so the 

chosen option will add either $1.5 million or $2 million to long-term liabilities. This will 

increase the gearing of the company, making it more difficult to consider further 

borrowing, if required. 
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 Either project will also add to the non-current assets and value of the business. The 

amount will depend on the final valuation of each finished project. Both projects 

should also start adding to profit, option 1 after just over three years and option 2 

after just over four years. This should improve company profitability and, therefore, 

returns to shareholders. The growth of XY Traders may also lead to greater stock-

market confidence, higher share price and PE ratio. 

 Generally, the growth should have a positive impact, but more long-term if option 2 is 

chosen for the reasons outlined in earlier answers. However, this all depends on the 

final success of the chosen option, as forecast figures may easily be inaccurate, or 

negative external impacts may occur, such as poor harvests and rising primary 

product prices. [12] 

5 Potential investors will be looking at XY Traders as a long-term investment and 

comparing the returns on shares with other companies. Typically, investors will hold a 

portfolio of shares and spread risk across different industries. Shareholder ratios will 

help in this respect, as dividend yield and dividend cover ratios will make it possible 

to compare the percentage yield as well as XY’s ability to pay dividends with other 

companies. However, the P/E ratio is more a measure of stock-market confidence 

and this may vary widely between different investments, for a host of different 

reasons. 

 Other ratios may also be useful to potential investors. Performance, such as 

profitability, will clearly be important, as this may indicate opportunities for company 

growth in the future. The same may be said of gearing, low at present for XY, 

suggesting that further investment, such as that proposed in options 1 and 2, will be a 

possibility. 

 In any case, one year of ratios of any type is not helpful. Investors will need to look at 

trends and also may have different objectives. The profile of a desirable investment 

may well be different for a more ethical investor. Qualitative factors such as the 

nature of a business and the types of production methods used may also be 

important in this case. 

 In conclusion, investors will consider ratios to be quite important, but are likely to look 

at a range of quantitative and qualitative factors. [12] 


